Individuals who decline to join cooperative groups—outsiders—raise concerns in many areas of law and policy. From trade policy to climate agreements to class action procedures, the fundamental concern is the same: a single member of the group who drops out could weaken the remaining union. This Article analyzes the outsider problem as it affects patents.

The outsider phenomenon has important bearing on patent and antitrust policy. By centralizing and simplifying complex patent licensing deals, patent pools conserve tremendous transaction costs. This allows for the widespread production and competitive sale of many useful technologies, particularly in the consumer electronics industry. Because these transaction-cost savings appear to outweigh the most common competition-related concerns raised by patent pools, antitrust authorities generally view these private groups favorably.

Others are less sanguine. Most patent pools are incomplete: for the technologies they cover, not all relevant patents are included. The reason for this is understandable. Patent holders sometimes believe they can negotiate for higher royalties by declining to join an existing pool. Antitrust regulators are aware of this behavior but do not worry much about it. A growing number of economists and legal scholars believe, however, that this outsider behavior may impose higher costs on pool licensees, detracting from the central benefit that patent pools offer—transaction cost savings. These commentators urge antitrust regulators to regard patent pools with greater caution and skepticism.

These calls for caution, however, are based mostly on theories about how patent pools should work, rather than on empirical studies. Remarkably, little research has been done to shed light on the actual impact of patent pool outsiders. Through an original ethnographic study, this Article seeks to remedy this gap. A set of the most notable and public episodes of outsider behavior were collected from industry press reports, case reports, and historical archives. Crucial new information was then gathered through interviews with lawyers and executives directly involved with the episodes studied.

The study reveals a characteristic of patent pools that has gone unappreciated until now: they subtly but powerfully influence bargains that take place “poolside”—i.e., deals between patent holders and licensees that take place “in the shadow” of the pool. This spillover effect can beneficially limit the power that theorists have assumed outsiders have. This is an unappreciated benefit of cooperation. The theorists, as it turns out, have not used the wrong approach, but rather, have been missing some important parameters.
To further aid regulators, this Article builds upon its qualitative findings by introducing a new quantitative technique for estimating the cost that a licensee either incurs or saves due to an outsider. Applying this technique to original financial and industry data gathered from research subjects, this Article shows that, counterintuitively, patent licensees are sometimes better off where cooperation among licensors is partial, rather than complete. The inflection point lies where the royalty rate hike that a unified pool would need to charge to draw in an outsider is equal to the transaction costs that licensees would conserve by dealing with a single pool.

This study’s revelations have provocative implications that reach beyond patent law. Contrary to conventional wisdom, slightly fragmented property markets may sometimes be preferable to “grand coalitions.” There may exist in any given market for complementary patent rights (or other complementary property rights), an optimal level of diffusion of ownership that resides between total diffusion and total concentration. Some cooperation may not only be better than none, but also better than more.

Drawing upon this study, antitrust regulators who must evaluate patent pools can assemble a clearer and more complete understanding of their overall costs and benefits. This Article is also helpful beyond patent law. The ethnographic methodology followed here reveals dynamics between outsiders and groups that theory alone has not captured. Scholars concerned with outsiders in other areas of law and policy can refine and build upon theory by applying a similar ethnographic approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

A sense of unraveling is in the air. Scholars and experts in far-flung corners of law and policy are growing concerned that outsiders—individuals who decline to join economic, legal, and social collaborations—will upend important policy goals. Ask an international trade expert about outsiders, and you may learn why Britain’s 2016 decision to withdraw from the European Union could undermine and weaken the remaining federation; ask an expert on climate governance, and you may learn that the United States’ decisions to

1. See Guido Calabresi & Eric S. Fish, Federalism and Moral Disagreement, 101 MINN. L. REV. 1, 17 (2016) (discussing the potential impact of weak versus strong central governments on Britain’s decision to leave); Paul Craig, Brexit: A Drama in Six Acts, 41 EUR. L. REV. 447, 460 (2016) (discussing some issues plaguing the EU resulting in a “social legitimacy deficit”); Horst Eidenmüller, Negotiating and Mediating Brexit, 44 PEPP. L. REV. 39, 49 (2016) (warning of “detrimental long-term consequences for the Union as a whole” were other Member States to follow the pathway that the U.K. has forged).
abstain from key treaties could cause cooperation among other nations to dissolve; ask commentators in corporate law, meanwhile, and you may hear concerns that a sole creditor can disrupt a cooperative plan to divide an insolvent company’s or nation’s debts. In the grand cathedral of law, the outsider concern has become a resounding echo: a rogue litigant undermines the efficiencies of a class action by objecting to settlement terms; a solitary property owner causes a nuisance by refusing to cooperate with a neighborhood plan; a venture capitalist threatens the future of a young company by opportunistically pulling out of a cooperative round of funding; a reluctant juror stands in the way of a just ruling by rejecting the conclusions

See generally Daniel H. Cole, The Problem of Shared Irresponsibility in International Climate Law, in DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSIBILITIES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 290 (André Nollkaemper & Dov Jacobs eds., 2013) (examining how outsider nations that refused to join the Kyoto Protocol affected the underlying goals of the federation of countries that did join).

3. Mark J. Roe, The Voting Prohibition in Bond Workouts, 97 YALE L.J. 232, 238 (1987) (“Even when a single creditor and the firm overcome these impediments, they cannot readily strike their own deal and ignore the other creditors, because value will flow from the consenting creditor to the holdout creditors.”); G. Mitu Gulati & Kenneth N. Klee, Sovereign Piracy, 56 BUS. LAW. 635, 636 (2001) (discussing the “holdout creditor” issue in connection with competing interpretations of a discussion of a “pari passu” clause, “a standard clause found in almost all sovereign bond indentures”); Lee C. Buchheit & G. Mitu Gulati, Sovereign Bonds and the Collective Will, 51 EMORY L.J. 1317, 1324 (2002) (“Holdout creditors could use this threat of liquidation to extract preferential settlements at the expense of the debtor and the other creditors.”).

4. See Elizabeth Chamlee Burch, Litigating Together: Social, Moral, and Legal Obligations, 91 B.U. L. REV. 87, 100 (2011) (discussing class action outsiders); Brian T. Fitzpatrick, The End of Objector Blackmail?, 62 VAND. L. REV. 1623, 1624 (2009) (explaining that “[t]he holdout problem in class action litigation” stems from an objector to a settlement); Georgene Vairo, Is the Class Action Really Dead? Is That Good or Bad for Class Members?, 64 EMORY L.J. 477, 519 (2014) (discussing situations in which defendants have the right to walk away from a settlement if a threshold percentage of plaintiffs do not participate). See, e.g., In re Microsoft Corp. Antitrust Litig., 185 F. Supp. 2d 519, 521 (D. Md. 2002) (“[P]laintiffs] would have a right to opt out, and if there were a certain number of opt-outs . . . Microsoft would have the right to withdraw from the settlement.”)


of her fellow jurors. It seems that outsiders are everywhere, threatening the good that can come from cooperation.

Today, one of the most important debates over outsiders concerns patents. A growing number of economists and legal scholars believe that patent holders who refuse to join patent pools—cooperative licensing clearinghouses—will undermine and sometimes entirely undo the benefits that pools deliver. Such outsider behavior has been on the rise in recent years. Commentators who subscribe to this theory urge antitrust regulators, who must evaluate patent pools, to regard pools more skeptically than they currently do.

This “Patent Outsider Theory,” as we might call it, is more provocative than it sounds. Patent pools are important to the consumer technology industry, and by extension, to the entire U.S. economy. That is because they address a big problem: transaction costs. Technology standards that the developed world relies upon, such as LTE data and MPEG streaming video, cannot be commercialized without the permission of many different patent holders. Because dozens of patent holders often hold essential pieces of the

---


9. See infra Section II.B.1.

10. Id. (enumerating recent episodes).


13. In the consumer electronics industry, many of these technologies are standards, such as formats for digital video, wireless data communications, and the like. As of this writing
puzzle, the transaction costs of negotiating a deal with each individually would be phenomenally high. 14 A patent pool addresses this problem by granting manufacturers and service providers permission to use the necessary patents through a single agreement. Licensees agree, in return, to pay standard royalty rates, which the pools divide among the patent holders—i.e., their members. By minimizing the number of licensing transactions that must take place, patent pools reduce transaction costs that would otherwise persist. 15 The benefits are far-reaching. Anyone who has owned a smartphone, video game console, personal health device, or modern television has benefited directly from the work that patent pools do. 16

How could a sole outsider upset this happy state of affairs? Theorists imagine the following: if an important patent holder refused to join a patent pool and demanded greater royalties than it would otherwise receive as a member of that pool—i.e., supracompetitive prices—licensees would have to pay higher royalties than they otherwise would. 17 Those higher royalties would offset at least some of the transaction cost savings the pool provides to those licensees. 18 This might motivate other companies to pull away from the pool. It is easy enough to spin out hypothetical problems that might follow: faced with prohibitively high licensing costs, some would-be licensees might decide to focus on other (less preferred) products and services. With fewer competing manufacturers to purchase goods from, consumers could encounter higher prices. Meanwhile, the reduced patent licensing activity could weaken the (March 2018), one of the largest patent pool administrators in the country is MPEG LA, a company that oversees thirteen patent pools for various standards and is overseeing the development of a future pool. Many of these pools have formed in just the past five to ten years. For more information, see the MPEG LA website. Revolutionizing Intellectual Property Rights Management, MPEG LA, www.mpeglcom/main/Pages/About.aspx [https://perma.cc/LTB8-K2Q9] (last visited Mar. 11, 2018); see also Justin R. Orr, Patent Aggregation: Models, Harms, and the Limited Role of Antitrust, 28 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 525, 553 n.159 (2013) (describing the role of patent pools in producing MPEG technology).


16. As explained in Part II, patent pools have facilitated the use of digital video standards that the devices listed in this sentence use. These standards include, for instance, MPEG-2 video, Bluetooth, and LTE.

17. See infra Section II.B.1.

18. Id.
incentive that patents represent, thus dampening research investments. It brings to mind the old proverb, “for want of a nail, the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe, the horse was lost,” and so on, until a battle, a war, and an entire kingdom are lost, “all for want of a horseshoe nail.” That’s how the theorists see it, at least.

This Article suggests that the theorists have it wrong. This conclusion is drawn from an original set of case studies that reveal new information about real-world constraints that limit the power of patent pool outsiders. Most significantly, by publicizing their royalty rates, patent pools signal information to licensees about the value of patents in the pool, as well as the related patents outside of the pool. In addition, the outsider strategy presents considerable risks to patent holders. These factors have not been identified or reported on in the literature on patent pools. The research draws upon news articles, press releases, and court papers that describe important outsider episodes. This Article also uniquely provides deeper insight through information that was captured in semi-structured interviews with lawyers and executives who were directly involved with important episodes where patent holders preferred to license patents outside of pools. In addition to illustrating the constraints that pool outsiders are under, these case studies reveal some unappreciated aspects of patent pools that may be relevant in other cooperative settings. This evidence does not suggest that the theorists have it wrong because they have approached the outsider problem incorrectly, but rather, that they have been missing some important dynamics.

This conclusion has important implications for antitrust policy. As mentioned earlier, antitrust regulators evaluate patent pools because, for all of their benefits, pools can raise competition concerns. The chief concern, as explained in greater depth in Part II of this Article, is that a pool may suppress competition between two substitutive technologies by placing them both within the pool. Aware of this risk, antitrust regulators have long sought to weigh the benefits and the costs that individual patent pools offer. In a 2017 article, Robert Merges and I argued that on average, the benefits of patent pools appear to far exceed their costs. Interestingly, antitrust authorities have

20. See infra Section II.A.
22. Merges & Mattioli, infra note 15 (concluding that on average, patent pools do far more good than harm).
long assumed that outsiders are not detrimental to patent pools. In general, the Department of Justice (DOJ) views patent pools favorably. In public advisory notices, the DOJ has expressed its view that, absent any unrelated concerns, antitrust authorities will view some cooperation among patent holders as better than none.

To sum up: the concern about outsiders voiced by academic theorists is at odds with the long-held (but unsupported) assumptions of antitrust regulators. This Article offers the first empirical view of this topic, and it suggests that the regulators have it right: outsiders do not appear to significantly reduce the transaction costs that patent pools conserve. This information has short-term and long-term value to regulators: in the short-term, it provides empirical support for a long-held assumption that has recently been called into question; in the longer term, it urges against a change in how regulators regard patent pool outsiders in the future. Since the nineteenth century, regulators’ attitudes toward patent pools have vacillated pendulum-like, between periods of distrust and periods of favor. Although regulators are currently friendly toward pools, the pendulum seems likely to swing backward in the future. To further aid regulators, this Article introduces a new quantitative technique for estimating the real-world cost that a licensee either incurs or saves due to an outsider.

This leads to a second surprising discovery. Drawing upon pricing and pooling information collected from interview subjects involved in major pools, this Article argues that, under some circumstances, slightly fragmented property markets are preferable to “grand coalitions”—i.e., a pool containing all relevant patent holders. This argument assumes that a unified patent pool would need to entice outsiders to join by offering royalties either equal to or

23. See, e.g., Letter from Thomas O. Barnett, Assistant Att’y Gen., Antitrust Div., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to William F. Dolan & Geoffrey Oliver, Jones Day 7 (Oct. 21, 2008), https://www.justice.gov/archive/atr/public/busreview/238429.pdf [https://perma.cc/6PWN-EEYP] [hereinafter RFID Business Review Letter] (“Not all owners of potentially blocking patents are currently members of the Consortium—and these owners may never join it—potentially limiting efficiency gains. Failure to realize all potential efficiencies does not mean, however, that the efficiencies created are noncognizable.”). In their communications licensees, patent pools have acknowledged the possibility of outsiders as well. See, e.g., Lucent Techs., Inc. v. Gateway, Inc., No. CIV. 02-2060-B(CAB), 2007 WL 2900484, at *11 (S.D. Cal. Oct. 1, 2007) (“Moreover, the MPEG LA sublicense agreement explicitly warns that the MPEG LA pool does not necessarily include all the patents necessary to practice the technology and that sublicensee signs the agreement aware of such risks.”).


greater than the royalties outsiders already collect independently. Because patent pools typically compensate their members according to simple royalty-division formulas, this implies that a pool would need to deliver proportionally higher royalties to all members. A pool that unifies in this way would charge licensees higher royalty rates than the sum of the individual rates that licensees must pay to a partially complete pool and to an outsider. Stated more simply, complete unification may often be undesirable because it entails the cost of luring in outsiders. Outsiders may not be powerful, but multiplication is. These results should be helpful in advancing the scholarly debate, and more practically, to antitrust policy.

This Article’s lessons extend beyond patent law. Considering the widespread concern over outsiders in so many areas of law and policy, this Article shows that an ethnographic approach based upon interviews and novel documentary evidence can add critical information that theoretical models are missing. The argument is not that an economic analysis of outsiders is inappropriate, but rather, that such an analysis can yield more accurate and complete results when the dynamics of the situation are well understood. Experts in other domains far removed from patent and antitrust law may find the approach taken here helpful.

The Article unfolds in three parts: Part II explains the relationship between patent pools and federal policies that promote competition and innovation. Part II builds on and summarizes prior research showing that the benefits of patent pools tend to outweigh their costs. The discussion then turns to the recent concerns over patent pool outsiders through a review of recent economic and legal scholarship. Part III presents a set of case studies of outsider behavior in action. These episodes do not support the theory that outsiders meaningfully detract from the benefits patent pools offer. Importantly, these case studies lay out new findings that help explain why, as regulators have long guessed, patent pools can still be very helpful even when they do not contain all of the essential patents involved. Part IV presents a new method that antitrust regulators can use to assess the impact of outsiders on patent pools. Applying real-world data gathered in this study, the Article yields broad new insights that are helpful to policymakers.

26. Based on the interviews conducted for this Article, the decision to join a patent pool is almost entirely an economic one. Although pool membership may theoretically carry spillover benefits—i.e., constructive working relationships with other companies, signaling to inventors—such benefits do not appear to factor prominently into the decision to join a pool.
II. BACKGROUND

Patent pools can be helpful or harmful: on one hand, they conserve vast transaction costs; on the other hand, they can dampen competition. Most scholarship on patent pools has focused on these potential costs and benefits. Recently, however, some scholars have voiced a new concern: they argue that the primary benefit patent pools offer—transaction cost savings—may not be as robust as most experts believe. As a patent pool becomes more economically important, the incentive will grow for some patent holders to “go it alone.” They predict that this behavior can impose high royalty licensing fees on licensees, thus offsetting the transaction costs that pools conserve.

Outsider behavior appears to be on the rise in patent pools. As one subject interviewed for the study in Part III of this Article stated, “this is happening more and more, as patent pools have higher difficulties attracting patent owners.” Whether outsiders are truly a problem for pools and for licensees remains an open question. If antitrust authorities are convinced that outsiders are a concern, however, they may regard patent pools less favorably than they presently do. This Part lays the groundwork for the empirical study presented in Part III by discussing these concerns in greater detail.

A. PATENT POOLS, INNOVATION, AND COMPETITION

John Donne’s oft-quoted line, “no one is an island,” aptly captures the role patents play in technology markets. Many of the products and services that fuel the U.S. economy today incorporate thousands of related patented inventions. A widely-cited 2012 study estimated that the average smartphone, for example, incorporates approximately 250,000 patented technologies. A lion’s share of the patents that make up these vast mosaics are owned by technology companies.

In this environment, patent licensing is important and potentially problematic. In theory, any patent holder that blocks the use of a patent essential to a product or service could impede commercialization of that technology. Manufacturers and service providers thus must achieve a

27. Email from Subject #3 to author (July 18, 2017) (on file with author).
28. JOHN DONNE, DEVOTIONS UPON EMERGENT OCCASIONS (1624).
30. In this Article, the term “technology companies” refers to companies that specialize in computer hardware and software, as well as related digital devices and services. Readers should note that many patents are owned by universities and nonpracticing entities (“NPEs”) as well.
31. See infra Section II.B.1 (explaining this in greater detail).
daunting goal: they must obtain many licenses from many patent holders. Even for firms with ample capital and resources, the transaction costs required could be steep—so steep, in fact, that the licensing might often not take place.32 Scholars in law and economics sometimes call this unhappy outcome, “The Tragedy of the Anticommons”—a term Rebecca Eisenberg and Michael Heller coined to describe the underuse of patented inventions due to high ex ante costs of aggregating rights.33

Patent pools address this licensing muddle by serving as clearinghouses.34 Groups of patent holders typically form pools to grant licensees (usually manufacturers) permission to use their sets of related patent rights through unified licenses. Today, most patent pools are administered by independent companies with specialized legal and business expertise. These companies help establish pools and handle the ongoing work of furnishing manufacturers and service providers with licenses, collecting royalty payments from them, and then dividing those funds among patent holders. Two of the most prominent patent pool administrators in the United States are MPEG LA, LLC, based in Denver, and Via Licensing Corporation, located in San Francisco.35

Patent pools deliver considerable benefits to their licensees, patent holders, and consumers. By offering collections of patents under standard licensing terms, they remove the need for manufacturers and service providers to negotiate a series of individual licenses.36 Patent holders, meanwhile, can draw a stream of royalties from a potentially large set of licensees. Since the 1850s, this elegant cooperative model has enabled the growth of entire industries, from sewing machines, to steel, to airplanes and cars, to critical drugs and medical procedures, to wireless data, to digital film, to television distribution.37 Today, patent pools are particularly important in the field of consumer technology standards. Anyone who has ever listened to a compact disc, used a

32. This is commonly referred to as “The Complements Problem.” See, e.g., Shapiro, supra note 14, at 122–24 (explaining the complements problem as it applies to patents).
34. See Merges, Contracting into Liability Rules, supra note 12, at 1319 (discussing the clearinghouse function of pools).
37. See Mattioli, supra note 12, at 431–39, 444, 449 (discussing and analyzing the royalty division rules in historical patent pools relating to these technologies); Vaughan, supra note 12, at 39–68 (discussing historical pools covering these technologies).
smart phone, owned a video game console, or watched a DVD has directly benefited from the work of patent pools.38

Even in the realm of patent licensing, however, there is no such thing as a free lunch. Alongside the transaction costs that they conserve, patent pools can generate social costs if they are not carefully designed. One such cost can result from reduced competition. Suppose a patent pool includes two patented technologies that do the same thing but in slightly different ways. In antitrust parlance, such technologies are called “substitutes.”39 By bundling two substitute technologies in a single license, a patent pool could charge consumers more for both patents than the sum of what each patent would command in a competitive licensing market.40 Considering this possibility, it is unsurprising that patent pools have long been scrutinized by antitrust regulators.41

Some commentators argue that patent pools can also dampen innovation. A patent pool that requires its members to offer a royalty-free license back to the pool covering any future patents the licensee acquires could, in theory, suppress the incentive of exclusivity that patents ordinarily represent. Some scholars believe that companies subject to such “grant-back” clauses may choose to reduce their innovation investments.42 The result could be a net drop in innovation, higher prices for consumers, or both. Because of these possibilities, antitrust regulators and courts have long attempted to determine whether individual pools do more harm than good.43 This has generally been an imprecise, highly qualitative exercise.
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38. As explained in Part III of this Article, these products all rely upon MPEG-2 video.
39. See DOJ GUIDELINES, supra note 21, at 74–78.
40. See id. at 77 (“[A] pool containing substitutable patents, i.e., patents covering technologies that compete with each other and that licensee producers would choose between, may have the anticompetitive effect of increasing the total royalty rate to licensees.”).
41. See Merges & Mattioli, supra note 15, at 328, 335–36 (explaining that such scrutiny has lately been ad hoc and qualitative).
42. See id. at 59–62 (discussing the potential social welfare costs of grant-backs); U.S. DEP’T OF JUST. & FED. TRADE COMM’N, ANTITRUST GUIDELINES FOR THE LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 31 (2017), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1049793/ip_guidelines_2017.pdf [https://perma.cc/2ZBC-DGAR] (“Another possible anticompetitive effect of pooling arrangements may occur if the arrangement deters or discourages participants from engaging in research and development, thus retarding innovation.”).
43. See, e.g., DOJ GUIDELINES, supra note 21, at 2 (“The Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (the ‘Agencies’) frequently address complex antitrust questions related to conduct involving the exercise of intellectual property rights in enforcement actions, reports, testimony, reviews of proposed business conduct, and amicus curiae or ‘friend of the court’ briefs filed in the federal courts of appeals and the Supreme Court.”). For a discussion of the DOJ’s view of patent pools, see id. at 8–9.
In a 2017 article, Robert Merges and I sought to aid regulators in this regard by providing the first empirically grounded estimates of the costs and benefits of patent pools.44 We first presented original methods of calculating the transaction cost savings that pools provide and the potential social costs they impose. We then applied those methods to financial data we obtained directly from leading patent pool administrators. Ultimately, we concluded that the transaction costs that modern patent pools conserve appear to greatly exceed the potential social costs they might impose. We estimated that a patent pool organized around popular video and audio standards saves the consumer electronics industry conservatively between $400 million and $600 million dollars.45 On the other side of the equation, potential costs associated with lost competition or innovation appear to be far lower.46 Patent pools might not deliver a “free lunch,” but they look like a remarkably good bargain.

B. THE OUTSIDER QUESTION

Recent scholarship has shown that most modern patent pools do not include all of the patents that relate to the technologies they support.47 Anne Layne-Farrar and Josh Lerner estimated in a recent study, for instance, that the most “complete” modern pools contain eighty-nine percent of the patents that a licensee might need.48 The least complete pools, they estimated, contained as few as ten percent of the necessary patent rights. They also estimated that “most pools contain roughly one-third of the eligible firms.”49 In 2015, Justus Baron and Tim Pohlmann built upon this work by examining even more pools

---

44. See generally Merges & Mattioli, supra note 15. Our study was prompted in part by recent calls for greater antitrust regulation of pools. See, e.g., Steven C. Carlson, Patent Pools and the Antitrust Dilemma, 16 YALE J. ON REG. 359, 383 (1999) (“[T]he DOJ and the FTC should not adopt a per se rule of legality for the pooling of blocking patents, and that they must carefully stipulate the permissible bounds of those pools deemed procompetitive”); Scott Sher, Jonathan Lutinski & Bradley Tennis, The Role of Antitrust in Evaluating the Competitive Impact of Patent Pooling Arrangements, 13 SEDONA CONF. J. 111, 112 (2012) (“[A]ntitrust enforcement can and should take a more central role in the evaluation of the competitive effects of mass marketed patent pools containing thousands of separate and likely competing patents”).


46. Id. at 327–38.


48. See id.

49. Id. at 298.
and reported consistent findings. Most patent pools, it would seem, are not grand coalitions.

One reason why patent pools are incomplete in this sense is that they often form through a gradual process. Groups of technology companies usually collaborate to design technology standards. This work is often mediated by standard-setting organizations (SSOs). SSOs often require collaborators to promise that they will declare any standard-essential patents (SEPs) that they hold and to license any such patents under “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory” (FRAND) terms. This standard-setting process usually comes before any patent pool forms. Only later, once a draft of the standard has been finalized, might some of the collaborators work toward forming a pool. Typically, the organizers of such a pool issue a public call for patents and hire an independent expert to evaluate whether any declared patents are essential to the standard. This two-step process—standard-setting followed by pool formation—is a hallmark of pools designed around modern technology standards.

Layne-Farrar and Lerner cleverly estimated the participation rates in modern standards-based patent pools by comparing the numbers of patents included in those pools with the total numbers of patents declared (by their owners) to be essential to those pools. They explained that the difference between these numbers could be the result of deliberate, calculated outsider behavior, or simply by disagreements concerning essentiality: “for those firms that do join [pools],” they wrote, “their patents are subject to an independent

---


51. See Gilbert, supra note 36, at 17 ("The grand coalition is the set of all the relevant players.").


53. Id. at 3 (working version).

54. Id. at 17 (working version).


56. Since the 1850s, patent pools have formed differently in many industries. Some have been collective solutions to litigation among patent holders, while others have been in response to pressure exerted by the federal government. See Mattioli, supra note 14, at 119–47.

57. Layne-Farrar & Lerner, supra note 47, at 297–301.
review for essentiality and not all patents declared as essential to a standard are actually found to be so.”58 On its own, this evidence does not reveal whether the apparent lack of coverage in modern pools is the result of strategic outsider behavior or simply disagreements between patent holders and evaluators about essentiality.

But then Layne-Farrar and Lerner investigated patent pool participation more deeply. They examined whether patent holders were more likely to seek membership in patent pools that stood to compensate them relatively well.59 Patent pools compensate their members by divvying-up royalties paid to the pool by licensees according to simple formulas.60 Most commonly, these formulas are based upon pro-rata or per-capita divisions.61 This “rough and ready” approach to royalty sharing is attractive to many patent holders because it makes licensing simple, certain, and enables a volume of licensing that would otherwise be difficult and costly.62 Layne-Farrar and Lerner found that firms that possibly owned essential patents were less likely to seek participation in pools with royalty-division rules that stood to undercompensate them.63 This finding, they explained, is suggestive of a deliberate outsider behavior rather than a disagreement over essentiality.64 The authors did not conclude, however, that this kind of imperfect cooperation is a practical problem for pools.

1. The Concerned View of Outsiders

To understand why outsider behavior concerns some scholars, it is helpful to introduce two intertwined concepts: holdouts and the complements problem.65 Hold-out situations often arise when a prospective property buyer or licensee

58. Id. at 298.
59. Id.
60. See Mattioli, supra note 12, at 439–55, 463 (cataloging royalty division and apportionment in historical and present-day pools).
61. Id.
62. Id. at 446 (referring to this as a “rough and ready” approach).
63. See Layne-Farrar & Lerner, supra note 47, at 296; see also Peter Bright, New Patent Group Threatens to Derail 4K HEVC Video Streaming, ARS TECHNICA (July 23, 2015, 9:55 PM), http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2015/07/new-patent-group-threatens-to-derail-4-hevc-video-streaming/ [https://perma.cc/EU4Q-Y76A] (“If those companies are unhappy with MPEG LA’s terms, they don’t have to participate. It appears so far that at least five companies have decided to do just that: HEVC Advance claims General Electric, Technicolor, Dolby, Philips, and Mitsubishi Electric as members.”).
64. Id.
needs to strike deals with many individual property owners. A canonical example is the development of a shopping mall that will sit where a set of individually-owned lots exist. Upon learning that his or her rights are essential to the developer’s plan, each property owner has an incentive to drive a hard bargain. Trouble arises, however, if the owners of these complementary property rights individually demand prices that lead to an unworkable aggregate for the prospective buyer. If one or more property owners demand royalties that are high enough, no deals will be made, rendering all parties worse off. This is the complements problem.

In a 1999 article in the journal *Science*, Michael Heller and Rebecca Eisenberg argued that a similar dynamic may play out in patent licensing markets—i.e., that a single patent holder aware that it can block access to a necessary technology could hold out for high royalties. If multiple patent holders behave in this way, with no regard for their impact on the overall cost for would-be licensees, the technology may become too costly to license. They famously termed this outcome “The Tragedy of the Anticommons.” The authors acknowledged, however, that patent pools could overcome this problem. Robert Merges later developed this point into a landmark publication that offered some optimism: patent pools themselves are the evidence, Merges argued, of the power of private actors to wisely overcome holdout situations and the related complements problem.

Outsiders (as the term is used in this Article) are like traditional holdouts, but they imply some unique dynamics. Like the holdout, the outsider pressures a buyer or licensor for supracompetitive rates. Unlike the holdout, however, the outsider can also lean upon a set of insiders—i.e., a group of complementary rights holders. The outsider seeks to bargain in the shadow of
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66. *See, e.g.*, Richard McGregor & Yu Sun, *China’s ‘Nail House’ Floors Developers*, FTN. TIMES, Mar. 27, 2007, at 6 (offering a real-life example of this holdout behavior).
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this cooperative group, trading off its efficiencies. In doing so, the outsider can theoretically not only demand high rates from licensees, but also exert pressure on the insiders by demanding a larger share of the pie in exchange for its cooperation.75

Scholarly concerns about patent pool outsiders first surfaced in a paper written by Reiko Aoki and Sadao Nagaoka, published in 2005. The paper examined the factors that might lead patent holders in different industries to become pool outsiders.76 The authors presented an economic model that explained how outsiders who negotiate in the shadow of established patent pools could, under some circumstances, demand higher royalties than the pool would deliver. The outsider can free-ride, they posited, off the efficiencies and certainty of licensing enabled by the pool.77 Their model suggested, however, that this will usually tend to happen when the number of essential patent holders is large.78 In settings where few patent holders operate, they predicted that a “grand coalition” is possible.79 Considering the large numbers of

74. François Lévêque & Yann Ménière, Technology Standards, Patents and Antitrust, 9 COMPETITION & REG. NETWORK INDUSTRIES 29, 34 (2008) (“Still, some patent owners may prefer not to participate in the patent pool so as to take advantage of the collective self-discipline accepted by those who did join the pool. This hold out problem arises basically because an essential patent owner can always charge a higher price if it manages to set its price after the others.”). For the foundational discussion of the “bargaining of the shadow” concept, see generally, Robert Cooter et al., Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: A Testable Model of Strategic Behavior, 11 J. LEGAL STUD. 225 (1982).

75. In other words, this expanding body of scholarship suggests that cooperative failures not only lead to suboptimal licensing, but also that at least some patent holders waste capital in ill-fated efforts to prevent that very result. See also Steffen Brenner, Optimal Formation Rules for Patent Pools, 40 ECON. THEORY 373, 374 (2009) (discussing the outsider problem as it affects the welfare-enhancing aspects of patent pools); Gilbert, supra note 36, at 17–18 (discussing the factors that might make joining a pool more or less compelling to an individual patentee); Daniel Quint, Pooling with Essential and Nonessential Patents, 6 AM. ECON. J. MICROECONOMICS 23, 34 (2013) (noting that the outsider problem “creates a free rider problem which may prevent pools from reaching their optimal size”); Gastón Llanes & Joaquín Poblete, Ex Ante Agreements in Standard Setting and Patent Pool Formation, 23 J. ECON. & MGMT. STRATEGY 50, 50 (2014) (studying the effects of “pool-formation rules on technology choice, prices, and welfare”).

76. See Aoki & Nagaoka, supra note 11, at 3. The authors explained that “[t]he breakdown of an integrated patent pool,” caused either by an outsider, or by the splintering of the pool into multiple licensing groups, “not only raises the total price to be paid by the licensees but also reduces the joint profit of the patentees.” Id.

77. See id. at 8; see also Mattioli, supra note 12, at 439–51 (indicating that patent pools allocate royalties to their members through formulas agreed upon when the pool is created).

78. See Aoki & Nagaoka, supra note 11, at 21 (“[T]he emergence of an outsider is inevitable [because] . . . a firm can gain by becoming an outsider and [this] gain increases as the coalition of the other firms expands.”).

79. Id. at 21 (“[A] grand coalition can be implemented only if the number of essential patent holders (n) is small.”).
essential patents in modern standards pools, the authors concluded, “there is indeed a risk of the tragedy of anti-commons.”

In a 2003 California Law Review article, Michael R. Franzinger expressed similar concerns relating to a patent pool designed to cover 3G wireless technologies. The wireless giant, Qualcomm, Franzinger explained, was vocal in its reluctance to join the pool. Franzinger posited that this may have been because Qualcomm drew its revenues primarily from licensing rather than manufacturing. “Especially for a nonmanufacturing patent holder who only wishes to license out its technology and not to obtain reciprocal licenses from others,” he wrote, “there would seem to be no good reason to join the Platform.” Franzinger added, “[t]he lack of full industry-wide participation may dilute the competitive benefits of [a patent pool] more than it dilutes its dangers,” and concluded that the risk of “capture” presented by patent pool outsiders is significant and deserving of policy intervention.

In a 2010 article, the esteemed economist Richard Gilbert observed that “patentees are not compelled to negotiate with other patentees” to address a collective negative externality. Gilbert explained that the more a pool thrives, the greater is there a rational impulse for members to defect. In the context of patent pools, Gilbert wrote:

The more the pool succeeds in lowering royalties and avoiding transaction costs, the greater is the benefit from independent licensing of an essential patent. The incentive to leave the pool (or not join in the first place) is analogous to the incentive to defect from a cartel. By restricting output and raising prices, harmful cartels make it profitable for a firm to act as an independent competitor.

Gilbert analyzed the outsider problem through the economic theory of the core—a framework that examines the ability of players in a given economic setting to form beneficial coalitions. “In the patent example,” he explained, “the core exists if every patentee prefers its payoff when part of a pool that consists of all patentees to the payoff it could get in any different coalition of
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patentees.” Gilbert further added that “[p]atent owners that choose to remain outside a pool can unravel the benefits from pooling by interfering with one-stop shopping and by demanding high royalties.”

It is helpful to synthesize these concerns into a coherent picture. One concern appears to be that licensees will pay more in settings where a sole licensor operates outside of a pool than they would pay if the same patent holder had joined the pool. If this cost difference is great, it might shut some would-be licensees out of the market. A related concern has to do with the effect that outsiders have on the overall cohesion of the pool. If every member of a pool acts on a rational impulse to “go it alone,” the group will splinter apart, setting the stage for an anticommons.

Although there have been no empirical studies of the impact of patent pool outsiders, Jorge Contreras’ recent study of patent infringement lawsuits brought by “standards outsiders” helps illuminate this discussion. Contreras was interested in patent holders unencumbered by FRAND obligations. He identified lawsuits where such “standards outsiders” brought suits against technology producers. Contreras’ research goal was to see whether “[the standards outsiders] could potentially seek rents in excess of the rates received by [insiders].” Contreras found that suits brought by outsiders make up an appreciable proportion of all assertions of standard-essential patents. He also found that the companies that bring these suits most often are so-called nonpracticing entities. These conclusions are concerning, but they leave open the question of what impact, if any, patent pool outsiders have on the efficiencies pools offer.
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Industry stakeholders and market analysts are often concerned by outsiders as well. In 2015, for instance, industry commentators warned that the existence of two 4K video patent pools “threatened to derail” the future of streaming videos by increasing the cost of licensing of the underlying technology. In 2012, when Nokia, Apple, and Google withdrew from patent pooling efforts related to the LTE wireless data standard used by smartphones, similar predictions were reported in the Wall Street Journal. A few years earlier, industry analysts made similar comments about the 3G wireless data and MPEG-2 video patent pools, each of which did not include important patent holders.

2. The Sanguine View of Outsiders

Antitrust authorities have assumed that patent pool outsiders are not a problem. Their assumption is simply that some pooling is more helpful than none at all. This optimistic view is supported by ample anecdotal evidence:
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as mentioned earlier, many important industries appear to have flourished due to patent pools. If outsider behavior was truly a problem, one would expect to see far fewer successful pools, as well as lower commercialization and higher prices of the technologies around which they are organized.

In a 2006 paper, Douglas Lichtman suggested why this might be. He made the important point that outsiders could be companies that are known before a technology is in widespread use or after the fact. In the former case, an outsider theoretically would possess only the power to demand royalties that reflect the marginal value of its patents. This would be because, if an outsider’s demands are viewed as excessive by prospective licensees (which may include pool members), given enough time, the industry can simply adopt a different technology in place of the one hold-out. Lichtman theorized that patent holders that assert themselves after a technology is in widespread use, meanwhile, may ironically be in a poor position if there are very many of them. Just as a creditor can only receive a smaller share of the pie if it is one of many, Lichtman posited, in a market that can only pay a limited maximum rate, each of many outside licensors can only have a weak leverage. Lichtman believed that licensees have more power and that patent holders are more farsighted than the pessimists have guessed. These predictions cast doubt on the outsider concern. As Lichtman explained, the risk of being one of many holdouts fosters “less of an incentive for a firm to strategically delay in the hopes of being a patent holdout, and less of an incentive for an accidental patent holdout to actually bring suit.”

Another possibility is that pools set a practical baseline for independent licensors. A recent dispute between Microsoft and Motorola suggests this is so. In Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., the Ninth Circuit instructed that a patent pool may serve as a useful data point in determining a “reasonable” rate under a FRAND obligation. Jonathan Barnett posited that multiple complementary patent licensors may “signal” royalty rates to one another,
leading to an aggregate cost that is workable.105 As the study presented in Part III of this Article shows, Barnett is correct.

In addition, patent owners do not always sue unlicensed users. Herbert Hovenkamp and Eric Hovenkamp suggest that a licensee will not be “meaningfully blocked as a matter of fact” if, “for example, ... there is a widespread belief that a blocking patent is invalid, such that competitors are willing to practice the blocked technology without a license notwithstanding the risk of an infringement suit.”106 This accords with Rebecca Eisenberg’s observation—which has been echoed by other scholars—that many patented technologies are used without permission with no legal consequences for the infringer.107 Because of this, Eisenberg notes, the effective reach of a patent may fall short of its nominal reach.108 This reasoning suggests that the same may be true for patent pools: a pool that does not contain all patents that relate to a technology may nonetheless be effectively complete if the outsiders permit the unlicensed use of their patents.

On one side of this debate, economic theory urges greater concern over patent pool outsiders; on the other side, the long-held intuition of regulators is that these independent patent holders do not meaningfully detract from the transaction costs that pools mitigate. If the theorists have it right, then regulators may wish to rethink their long-held assumptions; if, on the other hand, regulators are correct that outsiders dampen the benefits of patent pools, then academic debate on this subject could be meaningfully advanced. The next Part presents the results of an original study that adds new empirical insights to this debate.
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III. AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PATENT POOL OUTSIDERS

This Part presents a study of patent pool outsiders—i.e., episodes where essential patent holders have declined to join pools and instead licensed independently.

A. METHODOLOGY

The methodology followed here was deeply influenced by the work of Nobelist Elinor Ostrom, who famously developed the Institutional Analysis and Design (IAD) framework. Using this approach, which entails defining broad categories of inquiry, Ostrom and the many scholars she inspired have shed light on how groups manage shared resources (including property rights) in a variety of settings. Katherine Strandburg, Brett Frischmann, and Michael Madison have recently adapted the IAD framework to the study of “knowledge commons,” such as patent pools. Inspired and informed by this body of work, this Article adopts a similar ethnographic approach.

This study analyzes the following research question: “Do outsiders (independent licensors) impose significant costs on licensees or otherwise undermine the transaction costs conserved by patent pools?” I focused my research on the following research topics: (1) the technological, industrial, and social contexts in which outsider episodes occurred; (2) the patents involved, including their numbers and their relationships to the patents in pools; (3) the firms and institutions involved; (4) the motivations and goals of the licensors and pool administrators involved; (5) the internal governance...
rules of the pools and outside licensors involved; (6) outcomes, with a focus on costs and benefits.

This work began with a broad literature review. To learn about the topic and to identify potential case studies and research study subjects, I searched through newspaper and industry press archives for well-documented episodes of patent pool outsiders. Because this work revealed several episodes that involved litigation, I carefully studied lawsuits by reviewing court decisions, docket filings, and corporate press releases, such as announcements of settlements. Because the DOJ reviewed the pools examined, this study gathered helpful details from publicly available letters exchanged between pool organizers and the Antitrust Division of the DOJ.\footnote{See Business Review Letters and Request Letters, U.S. DEPT OF JUSTICE, https://www.justice.gov/atr/business-review-letters-and-request-letters [https://perma.cc/RL84-WSWG] (last updated Dec. 27, 2017).} I also gathered critical information about pool composition (patents, membership, and licensees) from the websites of patent pool administrators. Archived copies of these same webpages revealed pool membership data from earlier points in time.\footnote{Historical copies of these pages were gathered from the Internet Archive. See About the Internet Archive, INTERNET ARCHIVE, https://archive.org/about/ [https://perma.cc/TU5V-7PEB] (last visited Mar. 11, 2018).} In some cases, publicly available annual reports to shareholders were reviewed as well.

With a preliminary record assembled, I sought to construct a deeper and richer understanding by interviewing individuals directly involved with selected outsider episodes. I contacted and interviewed executives and lawyers who work for the largest patent pool administrators in the United States. I then interviewed executives and counsel at large technology companies, some of which were members of pools, and some of which were outsiders of prominent pools.

All interviews were conducted by telephone and email in a semi-structured fashion and focused on a set of interview questions that I shared with the individuals beforehand. The questions were divided into two lines of inquiry: the impact of outsider behavior on patent pools generally, and questions pertaining to specific case studies. Most conversations led to follow-up emails and phone conversations. In the interest of clarity, the findings are reported here in three sub-parts: a set of general observations followed by two deep case studies.

A note on the selection of case studies: there are many episodes of outsider behavior that can be analyzed. This study proceeded on the premise that depth would be more helpful than breadth. Rather than cataloging as many outsider episodes as possible, the goal was instead to provide deep and nuanced
portraits of this behavior. The first two modern-day patent pools, covering MPEG-2 video and DVD, were selected because they revealed a rich variety of dynamics and because they are related to one another, as explained in the discussion that follows. Research subjects opined that these two episodes offer lessons that are broadly applicable. Research subjects also offered high-level insights on outsider behavior, generally. This information is presented first.

Relatedly, although great efforts were made to avoid bias, it is possible that selection bias is present. Selection bias is a fundamental challenge in nearly all ethnographic work, and the challenge is heightened where the sample size—i.e., the number of cases observed—is small, as it is here. To minimize this risk, I analyzed as many relevant episodes as I could find and based my “general” category of questions on what those episodes appeared to reveal. Research subjects explained that the two selected case studies illustrate important dynamics between outsiders and patent pools. It is possible that the individuals who agreed to be interviewed for this study may, by coincidence, happen to share similar subjective opinions. To minimize the odds of this, the interviews include a range of experts on different sides of the outsider issue—i.e., outsiders, insiders, and pool administrators—however.

An additional challenge is the fact that the only episodes that could be explored deeply were those in which patent pools had successfully taken form. At least one licensor speculated that a “critical mass” of licensors must agree to join a patent pool for any cooperation to take place at all. Because there is little to no available information on point, it is very difficult to examine pools that might have formed but did not. Fortunately, however, this study can comfortably leave such episodes out of the analysis: the purpose of this Article is to offer insights to antitrust regulators who are tasked with examining patent pools that have necessarily gathered sufficient critical mass.

B. THE UNAPPRECIATED INFLUENCE OF POOLS

This section describes general observations that interview subjects shared about patent pools and outsiders who decide, for various reasons, not to join a pool. The two case studies that follow this discussion illustrate the insights summarized here.

As a threshold matter, interview subjects explained that it is difficult to say with certainty if any patent pool contains “all” of the necessary patents involved. “There’s no way to know whether you have all of the patents in a

115. See Amy R. Poteete, Marco A. Janssen & Elinor Ostrom, Working Together 36 (2010) (“Small samples present two serious limitations: selection bias and indeterminacy. A sample is biased if the cases observed do not represent variation on the dependent or independent variable accurately.”).
pool,” one subject commented.116 He added, “there might be unknown patent holders at the time of a pool’s formation.”117 Another subject stated that it is almost “inevitable” that there are one or more independent or outside patent holders.118 Some are, this subject explained, nonpracticing entities that own patents that “just happen, by coincidence, to read on the standard to which the pool relates.”119

These observations capture a fundamental insight: patent pooling is not neatly analogous to real property assembly, such as the canonical land development example discussed in Part I. Unlike the land developer who can know with certainty the underlying property rights that she must gather before breaking ground, a technology manufacturer can never be entirely sure of every possible patent that might read on its product. This is because the boundaries of patent rights are inherently less certain than those of real property.120 Relatedly, the validity (and hence, the enforceability) of the patents identified is generally less certain than the rights of a property owner.121 The operative question for manufacturers, then, might not be whether a pool contains “all” of the relevant patents in existence, but rather, whether the pool helps licensees obtain permission from the companies most likely to sue them for infringement. Stated differently, the technical or nominal coverage of a pool may be less important than its effective coverage.

Moving beyond this threshold observation, the most important insight shared by research subjects is that patent pools significantly influence the royalty rates that outsiders can ask for and receive. By publishing their rates, patent pools signal the value of the portfolios of patents they offer. This gives licensees a basis to negotiate rates for other essential patents outside of the pool. As one subject stated, “there is no doubt that the royalties asked by a major pool influence the royalties asked by other patent holders.”122 Another

116. Telephone Interview with Larry Horn, President & CEO, and Bill Geary, Vice President of Bus. Dev., MPEG LA, LLC (Feb. 23, 2017) [hereinafter Telephone Interview with Horn & Geary] (on file with author).
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explained that the royalty rate offered by the pool not only limits the power of the outsider, but also “lowers negotiation costs by orders of magnitude for all licensing done in the shadow of the pool.”123 Yet another subject added, “the patent pool sets a de facto market reference.”124

A pool’s rate signals a ballpark sense of value. It would be a mistake to assume that a patent pool’s influence can be boiled down to a simple “per-patent” measure of value. One reason for this is that the composition of patent pools is dynamic. Old patents expire, new patents join, and all the while, the royalty rate charged by the pool does not rise or fall in response.125 As a result, a simple per-patent calculation would problematically yield a frequently shifting baseline for outside negotiations. Alongside this problem is the fact that a single invention can spawn many patents. This is because inventions are often patented in different countries, and claims are sometimes split into divisionals.126 Complicating licensing matters further, the same invention may not always be represented by the same number of patents in different countries. (A product that requires ten U.S. patent licenses to manufacture might require only seven German patent licenses, for instance.) This explains why the influence of patent pools on outside negotiations is not so simple as a per-patent pool rate.127 Although some research subjects referred to the “per-patent” value of pools, further discussions clarified that this term was used imprecisely. A more helpful (but still imperfect) way to gauge a pool’s influence on outside negotiations at any point in time might be “per-

123. Email from Subject #4 to author (July 15, 2015) (on file with author).
124. Telephone Interview with Subject #3 (July 19, 2017) (on file with author).
125. Many pools, such as those administered by MPEG LA, drop their royalty rates over time, but this is not caused by the removal of patents. These decisions are made at the time of pool formation and discussions surrounding these decisions are typically confidential.
127. As one subject explained, “[p]atent pools are for the convenience of licensees in acquiring patent rights from multiple patent holders at a single rate in a single transaction as an alternative to negotiating separate license agreements, and the royalties [in our pools] are the same whether one or more patents is infringed/used . . . Similarly, neither do royalties increase or decrease based on the number of patents as licensors and patents are added to the pool or patent expire, and licensors would be unlikely to volunteer their patents for the benefit of licensees if they did. Instead, there is a royalty rate for a pool license based on striking a balance between what it takes to retain licensors and offer reasonable terms to licensees over the course of a license, and this concept is important for understanding a pool’s operation and success.” Email from Larry Horn, President & CEO, and Bill Geary, Vice President of Bus. Dev., MPEG LA, LLC to author (July 21, 2017) [hereinafter Email from Horn & Geary] (on file with author).
invention” or “per-patent-family” royalties—a higher number than a “per-patent” calculation would produce.128

There are several reasons why patent pools can exert such an influence on negotiations. One explanation appears to be a widespread understanding that, if an outsider sued a pool licensee for patent infringement and won, under several common scenarios, a court would likely look to the patent pool as a reflection of the value of the outsider’s patent. The court would assume that, had the outsider been a participant in the standard-setting process, it would have likely made a FRAND commitment. Microsoft v. Motorola, discussed earlier, indicates that a court may look to a pool’s rates for an indication of whether an outsider’s demands are “reasonable,” such that they satisfy a FRAND obligation.129 (Recall this decision also instructs that a FRAND commitment is a contract, removing the patent holder’s power to demand an injunction.)130

A patent pool’s royalty rate could similarly affect an independent patent holder who is not subject to a FRAND commitment, however. As one subject explained:

The pool rate defines a ballpark figure for the per-patent royalty that you can ask. If you come in as an independent licensor and you demand a multiple of the per-patent royalty the pool is asking for [relative to the technology being licensed], then you will meet incredible resistance in the negotiations with the potential licensees. They will simply refuse to take a license. Then the licensor could only get companies licensed if it is prepared to sue. In that case, it needs to defend its case before court and it will need to show that its royalty is reasonable compared to what the pool is asking. That is costly, and takes a long time with an uncertain outcome. Most licensors don’t want to litigate each and every company and wait for years and years to get their money. So, they are forced to lower their royalties to a level that the market finds acceptable.131

128. A subject interviewed explained that such negotiations should “begin with the recognition that patent pools are for the convenience of licensees in acquiring patent rights from multiple patent holders at a single rate in a single transaction as an alternative to negotiating separate license agreements and the royalties are the same whether one or more patents is infringed/used.” Email from Horn & Geary, supra note 127.
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Another subject made consistent comments, stating that, faced with a high royalty demand from an outsider, pool licensees may sometimes decide to “efficiently infringe” the patent, even if it is essential to a standard.132 The outsider can sue for infringement, that subject explained, but injunctions are difficult to obtain in these settings, and monetary awards are more common.133 At this stage, explained the subject, it will be up to a court to determine the value of the infringed patents. Where might the court look? Common wisdom is that the pool is a likely source.134

The situation is even more constrained for an outside patent holder that is also a technology manufacturer, a common situation. To operate, these patent holders should obtain licenses to the necessary patents. They may do so through the pool or by contacting the individual patent holders. As discussed earlier in this Article, some pools have historically required grant-back promises from licensees, obligating them to license any essential patent rights back to the pool. As one subject explained, “a patent holder who also manufactures products using the pool technology may be constrained by a grant-back provision if he must sign a license with the pool and will necessarily grant licenses based on the pool royalty level.”135 Another subject commented, “an outsider could ask for very high royalties only if it does not have business exposure and so doesn’t need to become a licensee.”136

Subjects explained that, even in pools without grant-back provisions, outside licensors who are also manufacturers may experience similar pressures. The reason lies in the simple fact that the independent must come to an agreement with the patent holders in the pool. “They will still need licenses from the pool licensors,” explained one subject:

These pool licensors will say to the independent, “I am a member of the pool. You are asking on a per-patent basis a multiple of what we are asking for our patents. So, either we go with my per-patent royalty or we take yours. If we go with yours, then you need to pay me your per-patent royalty for the use of my patents.”137

An outside licensor in this position who asks for an unreasonably high rate, the subject explained, “is shooting itself in the foot.”138
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Remarkably, even outsiders who somehow succeed in getting licensees to agree to very high royalties do not always benefit in the end. The reason, according to some subjects, is the underreporting of sales. One research subject explained this through a hypothetical:

Let’s say you have an independent that is commercially not active and assume that it asks for a relatively high royalty rate and that licensees agree in the end—because they want to avoid the cost of litigation—to take licenses. Normally, these licensees will be required to submit quarterly reports with the number of products they have sold in that quarter and thus the total royalty amount they have to pay. If licensees feel that the royalties they have to pay are too high, they may adjust their reported quantities, so that effectively their royalty rate comes within the range that they believe is more fair and reasonable.139

Research subjects explained such underreporting “happens on a large scale,” even though it violates the contractual obligations of licensees under their license agreements.140 In part, this is because underreporting is difficult and costly to detect. The subject quoted above explained that some licensees are very creative in masking underreporting. “Of course,” he stated, “the licensor can take measures, such as hiring an independent auditing firm to check the books of licensees, but that costs a lot of money and takes quite some time. In countries with different business practices, it’s not always an easy job.”141

The foregoing explains why, as one subject opined, “an outsider might be able to negotiate a higher rate, but not that much higher.”142 The head of licensing at a large technology company that has historically operated inside and outside of some large pools commented, “if the per-patent rate is too different from the per-patent pool rate, potential licensees would rather fight in court than take the license.”143 The subject added, “you may deviate in practice from the baseline by 30 or 40% but not by 300% for example.”144

This leads to another observation: the existence of a patent pool not only sets a baseline for negotiations, but also eliminates the need for an outsider to
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144. Telephone Interview with Subject #3, supra note 124.
search for licensees and vice-versa—tasks that would contribute significantly to search costs in a world of one-to-one licenses. “We did a lot of their homework for them,” one pool administrator explained. In summary, the very existence of the patent pool, in a sense, cuts down on both search costs and negotiation costs. This can help licensees to get a clear picture of which patents are essential to license.

Interestingly, some research subjects explained that not all outsiders are holdouts seeking an economic advantage. Some are simply companies that have large, internal licensing staff who they wish to look out for by reserving work for them rather than going along with the pool. The company might view both options as equal in terms of the bottom line and yet the option to go it alone can keep their people employed.

Finally, evidence gathered for this study shows that the decision to remain outside of a patent pool can raise the odds that a patent holder will need to litigate. As one research subject commented:

You may also have to litigate more, even though patent pools are litigating sometimes. If you are alone, you will have to do more litigation, so you may have more, you know, bad press articles about you because these companies may also play with the media. Certain companies would hate to have to litigate by themselves.

The MPEG-2 case study that follows provides a vivid example of this risk.

In summary, research subjects offered a surprising window into how patent pools limit the royalties that outside licensors can succeed in collecting. If the independent is a technology manufacturer, it typically must limit its demands if it wishes to use the patents in the pool (especially if it owes a contractual duty to grant-back). If the independent is not a licensee, the pool’s rate still is thought to be the basis in determining a reasonable royalty, either under a FRAND obligation or simply as a legal remedy. As one subject stated, “if the patent holder is not a pool licensee, his asking for high royalties will still be rejected by the licensees and his only solution for trying to get these will be litigation . . . with the associated risks.” Finally, even an outsider that gets licensees to agree to a high rate faces the problem of underreporting and an increased risk of litigation. One subject summed the situation up well: “if they want to get some money, then they need to be moderate.”
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C. **OUTSIDE THE MPEG-2 PATENT POOL (CASE STUDY)**

In the earliest days of filmmaking, about fifteen patents covered the technology needed to record and deliver movies to the public. These inventions covered flexible film, winding and spooling mechanisms, camera lenses, and related methods. In 1908, efforts to settle legal disputes between the two chief owners of these patents led to the formation of “The Motion Picture Patents Company”—the first of several patent pools that operated in the film industry of the early 20th century.

In the 1990s, the rise of digital video boosted not only the quality and transportability of movies but also the number of patent rights needed to play them. Many advances made it possible for celluloid and magnetic reels to be replaced by weightless computer instructions. One achievement, however, could be credited for the widespread adoption of digital video: the MPEG-2 video standard. Developed by (and named after) the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) and a team of engineers and scientists from leading technology firms, MPEG-2 is a standardized way to describe motion, light, and sound through sequences of 1’s and 0’s. It is the language understood by DVD players, cable boxes, smart phones, digital cameras, online video providers, and video game consoles.

MPEG took form at a January 1988 meeting of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and held its first meeting in May of that year. The group, which was open to any interested parties, held frequent meetings which were widely attended by delegates of leading technology companies. MPEG required its participants to pledge to license any patents they might own related to the standard under development at FRAND terms—a fact that would later have important bearing on one of its outsiders. Over the course of a few years, at meetings held in Berlin, Australia, New York, Brussels, and Seoul, the MPEG-2 standard took form.

---

151. The chief patents were U.S. Patent Nos. 12,192; 12,037; 629,063; 578,185; 580,749; 586,953; 588,916; 673,992; 707,934; 722,382; 673,329; 744,251; 770,937; 771,280; 785,205; and 785,237. See INDUSTRIAL COMBINATIONS AND TRUSTS 259–65 (William S. Stevens ed., 1914) (listing the aforementioned patents).


153. *See* Josh Lerner & Jean Tirole, *Public Policy Towards Patent Pools*, in 8 INNOVATION POLICY & THE ECONOMY 157, 174 (Adam B. Jaffe et al. eds., 2008) (“The standard was developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) under the leadership of Leonardo Chiariglione, along with scientists and engineers from many universities and corporations.”).

154. *See* *id*. at 174–75.
The group produced a final draft in late 1994, and necessary stakeholders approved it in early 1995.  

Although it took an ensemble of talented engineers to develop MPEG-2, the way the technology works is easy to grasp: movies, television, and other video are, of course, made up of sequences of still images. Thanks to a trick of human psychology, when viewed in rapid succession—twenty-four frames per second for film, and thirty frames per second for television video—the images appear to move. Traditional analog movies create this illusion by storing thousands of images on film or magnetic tape and flashing them before the viewers’ eyes. As a practical matter, however, often only small areas of any frame in a sequence differ from the frame that immediately preceded it. Large swaths of a picture—the blue of a sky, or the green grass on a field, for instance—do not change. The information that matters most is what has changed between two successive frames. MPEG-2 cleverly takes advantage of this by formalizing a way to describe the portions of each image in a series that change from one frame to the next. The result is a phenomenally efficient method of compressing video, making for faster transfers over networks and more economical use of storage space on physical media.

Shortly following MPEG-2’s completion in early 1995, one of the technology firms that helped develop the standard organized an internal working group, the purpose of which was to identify any relevant patents. With the help of lawyers and engineering consultants from over forty technology firms, the group identified and reviewed about 8,000 U.S. patent abstracts and about 800 patents, which had been assigned to over 100 patent owners. This

155. Lerner & Tirole, supra 153, at 174 (“The standard setting effort began in July 1990, and the final MPEG-2 standard was approved in November 1994.”).
156. For more, see generally JAN VAN DER MEER, FUNDAMENTALS AND EVOLUTION OF MPEG-2 SYSTEMS: PAVING THE MPEG ROAD (2014) (discussing the development of MPEG-2).
158. This effect is commonly referred to as “the persistence of vision.” See generally Bill Nichols & Susan J. Ledermann, Flicker and Motion in Film, in THE CINEMATIC APPARATUS 96 (Teresa de Lauretis & Stephen Heath eds., 1980).
159. See HOVENKAMP, supra note 106, § 34.04[C] at 34–50 (“To determine which patents would be contributed to the pool, a number of firms participating in a ‘MPEG-2 Intellectual Property Working Group’ hired an expert and invited submissions of patents that might be relevant to MPEG-2 compliance. The expert reviewed some 800 patents assigned to approximately 100 parties, and ultimately concluded that several of the patents were ‘essential’ to compliance with the MPEG-2 standard—meaning that there were no technological alternatives to the claimed technologies. Of the patents identified as essential, most (27) were contributed to the pool.”).
work led to a consensus among the companies involved that they had found all (or nearly all) patents essential to MPEG-2.\textsuperscript{160} At its launch, the MPEG-2 License included 25 patent families consisting of 102 essential patents. These covered many aspects of the standard, including spatial and temporal compression techniques, and methods of transmission.

After identifying these patents, the group developed a set of agreements that defined a new patent pool. A new limited liability company, “MPEG LA,” was formed to administer licensing.\textsuperscript{161} The group invited holders of all essential patents to join and made the pool open to any future members that wished to include standards-essential patents that they owned.\textsuperscript{162}

In April 1997, MPEG LA and the individual patent holders that had joined the MPEG-2 pool—Columbia, Fujitsu, General Instrument, Lucent, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Philips, Scientific-Atlanta and Sony\textsuperscript{163}—submitted a letter to the Antitrust Division of the DOJ, requesting assurance that their planned pool did not violate the law or otherwise raise competition concerns. Two months later, on June 26, 1997, the DOJ responded favorably. Following a careful and lengthy analysis of the proposed pool, the letter concluded, “[i]t appears, however, that the proposed arrangement will not raise any significant competitive concerns.”\textsuperscript{164} The MPEG-2 pool officially launched a short time later, on July 17, 1997.

Around this time, an outsider emerged. Although Lucent collaborated on the pool and joined in signing the letter sent to the DOJ, it elected to license independently.\textsuperscript{165} Details of this decision are not well documented, but an interview subject directly involved in the pool offered a helpful account of when the news was relayed: “on the day of the announcement of the patent pool’s launch,” he explained, “Lucent told the other members of the group and MPEG LA that it planned not to join.”\textsuperscript{166} According to this subject, one reason for Lucent’s reluctance to join was their successful internal licensing
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capabilities. “Lucent was very well known for running a very strong and successful licensing program with their own portfolio which may have accounted for their decision,” this subject stated. According to Josh Lerner and Jean Tirole, Lucent’s decision came down to compensation:

Lucent had a large internal licensing department with sufficient resources to conduct its own MPEG-2 licensing activities. Moreover, Lucent believed that two of its patents were most critical to the MPEG standard. Lucent felt that the licensing rate established by MPEG LA was lower than it could have been and decided not to join the pool. Lucent estimated that the higher royalty rates it would be able to charge by not joining the pool would more than offset the decreased fraction of the MPEG-2 market that would license its technology if it pursued its own licensing activities.

Like Lucent, Thomson also initially refused to join the pool, preferring to independently license its patents. As explained later in this case study and in the DVD case study that follows, however, it ultimately joined relatively early in the pool’s history, in July 2002.

The MPEG-2 pool’s royalty division formula treated all essential patents as equal in value—a view that may have not been shared by Lucent at the time. As an interview subject at MPEG LA explained, because any essential patent could block commercialization, all the patents arguably carried an equal value. “The patents included in this pool are all essential,” stated another subject, referring to debates about the issue among licensors. “I don’t think anyone can say that one patent is more essential than another, because you need them all. They are all blocking.” The subject went on to note, however, that “this was the first modern-day patent pool, and there were many who had reasons to be skeptical about its success.”

Lucent’s absence from the pool may have fostered some initial doubts in the market. As a subject at MPEG LA explained, “Lucent’s withdrawal added yet another element for them to be skeptical about.”
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subject, MPEG LA allayed these concerns with a straightforward explanation of the value they were offering:

We told [prospective licensees] that our program was voluntary and that Lucent had decided not to join. Despite this fact, we explained that the patents of the eight firms in the pool were essential, valuable, and worth paying for. We also explained that we were doing a lot of their homework for them because we were basically showing them the patent landscape they would otherwise have to research for themselves.\(^{177}\)

“People accepted the license we offered with the eight [patent holders],” explained a research subject at MPEG LA, adding, “the eight, by the way, grew rapidly to about ten in about six months.”\(^{178}\) MPEG LA respected Lucent’s decision to go it alone but kept the door open for them to join anytime, “in the interest of including as much essential intellectual property as possible for the benefit of licensees,” a subject at MPEG LA explained, adding, “the extent to which the pool may have affected Lucent’s licensing efforts was not clear.”\(^{179}\)

Lucent was nevertheless steadfast in remaining an outsider. In March 2003, Alcatel, a French telecommunications company joined the MPEG-2 patent pool as a licensor.\(^{180}\) In April 2006, Lucent and Alcatel agreed on a plan to merge their companies.\(^{181}\) Just two months later, with the merger underway, executives at Lucent realized that unless they acted fast, the company’s MPEG-2 patents would likely be included in the patent pool by virtue of Alcatel’s membership.\(^{182}\) (MPEG LA’s membership agreement required all members and their present or future “affiliates” to license essential patents to the pool.)\(^{183}\) To prevent this, Lucent established a trust in Delaware, which it named the Multimedia Patent Trust (MPT).\(^{184}\) Lucent was named as a beneficiary.\(^{185}\) In November 2006, Lucent transferred its MPEG-2 essential patents to the trust.\(^{186}\)

---
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Alcatel-Lucent then sued several computer hardware manufacturers for infringing the patents held in the trust. The defendant in one suit was Microsoft.187 There, Alcatel-Lucent filed a motion for summary judgment, holding that Microsoft’s implementation of the MPEG-2 video standard in its Xbox video game console was infringing.188 In response, Microsoft challenged the validity of the patents in the trust and argued for equitable estoppel based on Lucent’s commitment to license the patents to MPEG LA.189 Microsoft also argued in the alternative that even if the patents were valid, they were not essential to the MPEG-2 standard.190 Microsoft argued, in other words, that the mere fact that its products abided by the MPEG-2 standard was not prima facie proof that it had infringed Lucent’s patents.191 Finally, Microsoft asserted a series of counterclaims of patent infringement against Lucent.192 Ultimately, Alcatel-Lucent was unsuccessful on both fronts: the court held that the facts did not support a conclusion that Microsoft’s products infringed Lucent’s and did support Microsoft’s patent infringement claims.193

Matters grew worse for Alcatel-Lucent and MPT in 2007, when MPEG LA sued them for breach of contract in Delaware.194 The complaint alleged that Alcatel-Lucent had promised to license all MPEG-2 patents that it could—an obligation that MPEG LA argued Lucent had failed to fulfill when it transferred the patents to MPT. The complaint stated, “the only purpose of the transfer was to avoid Alcatel’s contractual commitment” in order “to extract additional royalties from MPEG-2 licensees.”195

In late March, 2010, the suit settled—“literally in the middle of trial,” as one subject involved recounted.196 As described in a court filing, the settlement
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agreement required the MPT to subject the patents at issue in the Action pursuant to MPEG LA’s usual procedures for determination of whether any of them were “MPEG-2 Essential Patents” or “MPEG-2 Systems Essential Patents.” 197 MPT agreed that if the patents were determined to be essential, it would join the pool. 198

Thomson, as mentioned earlier, had initially elected to keep its patents outside of the MPEG-2 pool. They joined long before the episode involving Alcatel-Lucent’s trust, however, in July 2002. 199 One research subject explained, “Technicolor [Thomson] was originally participating in discussions of the MPEG-2 Video patent pool, they stayed out and went as an independent. But later on, they experienced that they were not as successful as MPEG LA at sales, and they joined MPEG LA. So, they came back.” 200 Another subject directly involved with the decision explained that Thomson joined because it was impressed by MPEG LA’s success in its early years. 201 Interestingly, Thomson’s need to become a pool licensee may have also factored into their decision to join. “Thomson needed to become in its own right a licensee,” added another subject. 202 “They made a lot of set-top boxes in that era, and they used MPEG-2. The good news is that Thomson became a licensee.” 203

As for Lucent, staying outside of the MPEG-2 pool appears to have been a costly strategy. According to multiple subjects interviewed, Lucent was unable to collect royalties that were appreciably higher than what they would have received as a member of the pool. 204 This was because the pool provided a signal to licensees of what the value of the patents relating to the technology...
was.\textsuperscript{205} Licensees apparently reasoned that, because any essential patent could block commercialization, all patents were approximately equal in value.\textsuperscript{206} Meanwhile, by suing licensees of the pool, Alcatel-Lucent exposed itself to counterclaims that led to findings of patent infringement on its part.\textsuperscript{207} The same court’s finding that Lucent had not been infringed upon, meanwhile, raised fresh questions about the essentiality of some of Lucent’s patents.\textsuperscript{208} Added to all of this was Lucent’s opportunity cost. “In the period between 1997 when they decided to join and 2010 when this lawsuit forced them to join,” explained an interview subject, “they left huge amounts of money on the table. Because you can’t go back to get royalties that you missed when you should have been in the pool. Because that money goes out the door to licensors.”\textsuperscript{209} In the end, all of Lucent’s patents ended up in the pool.\textsuperscript{210}

D. OUTSIDE THE DVD PATENT POOLS (CASE STUDY)\textsuperscript{211}

In the late 1980s, the ascendance of digital music CDs over cassette tapes set the stage commercially and technologically for Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) technology.\textsuperscript{212} Although analog systems that stored and played back movies from optical discs had existed since the late 1970s, none were widely adopted in the United States.\textsuperscript{213} As a result, through the early 1990s, most Americans owned a VHS player—a device that played movies stored in analog
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form on cumbersome cartridges of magnetically charged tape. When it was introduced in the late 1990s, DVD marked a leap ahead in quality and convenience, offering full-length movies in the then-new MPEG-2 format on elegant plastic discs the same size as CDs. Although it was eventually usurped by high-definition Blu-Ray discs and streaming video, DVD was a commercial giant during its reign: by 2006, about eighty-one percent of American homes had a DVD player, a figure that surpassed that of VCR player ownership in that year. The Microsoft Xbox and Sony PlayStation—two dominant videogame consoles of the 1990s and 2000s—also relied upon the DVD format for game data. This success resulted from the work of two patent pools, one lone licensor, and many manufacturers who licensed from all three.

Warren Lieberfarb, former President of Warner Home Video, is widely credited for his instrumental role in encouraging the development of the DVD standard. During his distinguished career working at leading film production companies—first as a financial analyst and later as a senior executive—Mr. Lieberfarb was, according to former colleagues, deeply intrigued by the idea of a digital video disc for decades. He encouraged Toshiba to develop a prototype of the technology, which was demonstrated to electronics companies and industry stakeholders in 1994. Despite initial skepticism, the
film and technology industries came to support the development of a new standard, thanks in large part to Mr. Lieberfarb’s lobbying. After further research and experimentation, two teams composed of leading technology firms emerged with the most promising solutions: Philips and Sony co-developed a format it called “Multimedia CD” or “MMCD”; Toshiba, meanwhile, asked Hitachi, Matsushita (Panasonic), Mitsubishi, Victor (JVC), Pioneer, and Thomson to help it further develop its 1994 prototype. This work led to a format the group called the “Super Disc” or “SD.” Anxious about the possibility of a wasteful format war like the one that slowed the adoption of VHS over a decade earlier, Apple, Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, Dell, and other manufacturers, urged these two teams to combine.

Cooperation came in 1995, but it would be short-lived. Sony and Philips agreed to join the “SD” group to work on a single format that would incorporate elements of both the MMCD and the SD formats. The collaborators agreed to call the new format the DVD. Notably, this development work was not mediated by a standard-setting organization, but instead, was largely a private venture that operated under the auspices of “The DVD Consortium” (later renamed “The DVD Forum”). As a result, details of the DVD standard were kept confidential and available only to licensees who signed a nondisclosure agreement. Two subjects directly involved

---
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229. Discussing the DVD standard, one research subject emphasized the difference between “technical essentiality” and “commercial essentiality.” The former, the subject explained, relates to patents that are necessarily infringed by any device that follows a standard; the latter, by contrast, describes patents that are infringed by devices that follow the standard
independently confirmed that participants in the DVD Forum were subject to a FRAND obligation, however. The group finalized the first DVD specification in late 1995.

The collaborators wished to pool their patents under a single license, but they were unable to come to an agreement. At a June 1996 DVD conference, speakers announced that the ten companies had agreed to form a patent pool in order to streamline licensing. “The goal was to form one pool,” stated one subject directly involved. On August 2, 1996, Sony and Philips announced that they would begin licensing their patents jointly and invited the other eight companies to join in. Pioneer later joined Sony and Philips, and the three companies formed a pool called the “DVD3C Licensing Group.” Six of the remaining companies formed a pool they called the “DVD6C Licensing Group.” Thomson, meanwhile, decided to license independently.

A research subject directly involved with the attempt to form a single pool commented, “ultimately, the goal of a single pool failed because various groups had different views as to how to share the royalties.” This subject went on to explain that “the fundamental difference was whether the royalties should be divided on a per-patent basis only or should also take into account the total contribution of a party to the optical technology concerned.” Another subject with knowledge of the episode commented, “frankly, they couldn’t agree on royalties. That was the problem. They were never able to get there.” Yet another individual involved explained:

The discussions for formation of a potential pool including all DVD Forum companies took many months, did not reach a consensus and finally led to the formation of two separate pools . . . in great part in a manner that makes the device commercially desirable or cost effective. Telephone Interview with Horn & Geary, supra note 116 (“There’s a lot of mechanical stuff in a DVD player. So, let’s say the standard recites that you have to be able to jump across ten tracks within a certain number of milliseconds but it doesn’t specify how you could do that. There may be many ways you could actuate the system to make that jump, some of which are preferable to the manufacturer. Those practices may be commercially essential.”).
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because Philips would not accept to decrease its share in the intended pool. Thomson decided that it was better off financially, and as a respected licensor, to continue to license its patents separately, in a single license incorporating all technologies used in the DVD player.  

For its part, Thomson appears to have had a few reasons for remaining independent. A research subject explained that in part, the company viewed certain patents it held as having special value:

> All essential patents in a patent pool have, in general, the same value. At that time, Thomson still owned some fundamental patents addressing the way the pits are read by an optical laser beam, which, from our perspective, was much more valuable than the DVD essential patents dealing with the multi-angle view, for example. So, we decided not to join any of the DVD patent pools.

In addition to this, however, Thomson felt the most comfortable working with its own licensing staff purely because very few other companies involved in the pools had a long track record for this kind of work. The research subject continued:

> Another reason why Thomson did not join the 6C patent pool is the uncertainty about who would be the agent. We knew that Philips had great experience and talent through their joint CD licensing program with Sony. We were not so sure if the other 6C pool members had the ability to manage a patent pool well, however. Also, we were already managing our own successful CD player licensing program. The decision to join a pool has to do with the rate and your share of it, but also how you assess the capabilities of the licensing agents. Licensing agents are not all equal.

As a result, manufacturers of DVD players would need to obtain essential patent licenses from both pools and Thomson.

Despite the fragmentation, the three licensors requested royalties that resulted in roughly comparable royalty rates relative to the number of patent-families or inventions licensed. In a letter requesting review and approval from the DOJ, for instance, the 3C licensing group (Philips, Sony, and Pioneer)
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stated that their pool would contain 115 DVD player patents. Based on discussions with a subject involved and a review of essentiality lists, this figure refers to patent families, each of which may have included individual patents granted in different countries and some divisionals as well. The 3C pool stated that it would charge DVD player manufacturers 3.5% of net sales with a minimum of $7 per unit sold, which would drop to $5 per unit sold beginning in the year 2000. Because most DVD players sold for under $200, the minimum dollar rates were the most important after several years. Before the year 2000, the 3C pool collected a per-patent-family rate of about $0.06. From the year 2000 onward, the pool yielded a per-patent-family rate of about $0.043 for each player. The DOJ replied favorably on December 16, 1998, stating that the 3C pool raised no antitrust concerns. With these assurances, the DVD3C pool began offering licenses soon after.

The 6C group (Hitachi, Matsushita, Time Warner, Toshiba, and others) submitted a request for business review to the DOJ at around the same time, on October 9, 1998. They would license forty-four DVD player patents at a rate of 4% of net sales per player, with a minimum of $4 per player. This figure refers to patent families, each of which may have included individual patents granted in different countries and divisionals as well. Again, because DVD player prices were generally low enough, it is safe to assume that the
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250. Interestingly, the DOJ addressed the outsider concern in its response, although not with respect to the two DVD pools or Thomson. Instead, it discussed the possibility that a member of the DVD3C pool might refuse, at some future time, to license essential patents it might acquire—outsiderism by an insider, as it were. The DOJ did not believe this would seriously dampen the efficiencies of the pool. See DVD Business Review Letter, supra note 100, at 14 n.58 (“Transaction costs to licensees would almost certainly be somewhat lower if these later patents were included in the pool, instead of being subject to separate negotiations. However, the fact that this pool might not enable the realization of all potential efficiencies of pooling patents in this area does not mean that the efficiencies that it does create are insubstantial or that the arrangement is anticompetitive or unlawful.”).
251. See DVD6C Request Letter, supra note 224.
252. Id. at Exhibit 2 (on file with the author) (listing the forty-four patents).
253. Id. at 13.
minimum price per player was the most relevant. Based on this, the DVD6C group collected per-patent-family rates of approximately $0.09 for players. The DOJ responded favorably on June 10, 1999.254 “By reducing what would otherwise be six licensing transactions to one,” the DOJ wrote, “the pool would reduce transactions costs for Licensors and licensees alike. By ensuring that each Licensor’s patents will not be blocked by those of the other five, the pool would enhance the value of all six Licensors’ patents.”255 In the DOJ’s view, it seemed that some cooperation was better than none.

This leads to Thomson. According to a subject directly involved, prior to July 2002, Thomson licensed both its MPEG-2 and DVD patents independently.256 At that time, the rate it charged DVD player manufacturers for both sets of patents was $1.7 for each DVD player sold.257 In July 2002, Thomson decided to join the MPEG-2 patent pool, as discussed earlier,258 and it lowered the rate of its DVD patents to 1.3% of the net selling price of each player, with a minimum of $1.3 per unit.259 Thomson’s portfolio included 10 essential patent families.260 As with the two pools, each patent family included numerous patents filed in different countries as well as divisionals.261 At a rate of $1.3 per sale, this equated to a per-patent-family rate of $0.13.

Although this effective per-patent-family rate is higher than that of the 3C and 6C pools, a research subject explained that some licensees who held patents Thomson wished to license paid Thomson lower rates. “We concluded some bilateral licenses (i.e., including a license back for Thomson) at a lower rate than the standard rate when the licensee owned relevant DVD patents that we were using in our products. Otherwise, we succeeded to license our patents at the standard rate.”262 This comment connected with an opinion shared by another research subject, who stated,
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You need to understand that this is the asking price. In bilateral negotiations there’s always a difference between the asking price and the price you finally settle on—a negotiation margin. When you have a pool, by contrast, you always have a fixed rate.263

The per-patent-family rates for players collected by all three licensors were not vastly different in part because there was a mutual awareness that the aggregate cost for licensees could not be too high. Simply put, the licensors set their royalties in light of one another. The DVD6C pool signaled this when it wrote to the DOJ, “[t]he royalty rates proposed by the DVD pool are reasonable, especially when compared to the rates proposed by the MPEG-2 pool for patents used in DVD products or when compared to the rates proposed by the Sony/Philips/Pioneer 3-party DVD pool.”264 When asked if this showed that the 6C group looked to the 3C group for a baseline, a research subject directly involved commented, “I think that is a reasonable conclusion.” A licensing expert directly involved with licensing at Thomson also explained, “Thomson’s rate was set based on the rates set up by the two DVD patent pools.”266 In short, there was signaling among the two pools and Thomson.

A 2004 dispute in the District of Delaware involving the 6C pool illustrates the willingness of licensees to push back against independent rates they perceive as unreasonable in light of pool rates. Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. v. Cinram International, Inc. involved a company that sought to license certain DVD disc patents directly from the individual members of the 6C pool.267 The pooling agreement allowed the companies to do this. The licensee was upset, however, because the per-patent-family rate requested by each licensor outsider of the pool was higher than the per-patent-family rate that the pool offered.

Cinram maintains that the structure of the 6C Pool discourages individual licenses because such licenses would undercut the pool price. . . . Cinram explains that the cost for individual licenses from four of the six 6C Pool members totaled $0.11. Cinram points out that this total substantially exceeds the $0.05 per disc royalty that it
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266. Email from Alfred Chaouat to author, supra note 213.
currently pays for a 6C Pool License, thereby making individual licenses entirely impractical.268

Interestingly, the District of Delaware rejected this argument based on its finding that the rates charged by the pool fell well below the “objective value” of the patents.269

The DVD licensing story fails to support the theory that outsiders will ask for royalties so excessive that licensees will be unable to bear the aggregate cost. Rather, in line with the MPEG-2 story, this episode seems to show that the pricing information published by patent pools (i.e., royalty rate announcements) sets a baseline for negotiations that take place outside of the pool and even rates charged by complementary pools. As explored in Part IV, this spillover benefit may be viewed as an unappreciated benefit of patent pools.

IV. ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF OUTSIDERS

The foregoing study shows that the royalty rates set by patent pools tend to limit the royalty rates that outsiders ask for and receive. This finding directly conflicts with the theory that outsiders will tend to undermine the benefits of patent pools. This is not to say, however, that the rate charged by outsiders and secondary pools is not relatively higher than the rate collected by individual members in a pool. In the DVD episode, for instance, some licensors collected relatively more than others. Should the higher relative rates in such settings be viewed as an “outsider premium?” To aid regulators, this Part introduces a technique for estimating the cost that a licensee either incurs or saves in the presence of an outsider. This technique is then applied to real-world financial and industry data collected in the foregoing study. The results indicate that, surprisingly, licensees may pay less in settings where cooperation among
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269. Id. at 379 (“The Second Circuit has stated that the only valid test to prove that an alternative is too costly to be a realistic alternative is whether the price for such a license, in an objective sense, is higher than the value of the intellectual property rights being conveyed. In accord with this reasoning, the court concludes that the per disc royalty differential only causes the individual licensing option to be an unrealistic alternative if it is higher than the value of the DVD rights conveyed. The court finds that the facts at bar do not show this to be the case.”) (internal citations omitted); Buffalo Broad. Co. v. Am. Soc. of Composers, Authors & Publishers, 744 F.2d 917, 927 (2d Cir. 1984) (“Even if the blanket license is objectively the ‘better buy’ for most users, the program license would be a realistic alternative so long as it was fairly priced for those who might find it preferable for reasons other than price. But if the program license were available only at a price beyond any objectively reasonable range, the ‘bargain’ nature of the blanket license would not immunize it from characterization as a restraint.”).
licensors is slightly fragmented than they would pay in a setting where outsiders were induced to join a single pool.

A. A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING OUTSIDER COSTS AND BENEFITS

Do licensees pay more when outsiders are present than they would pay to a unified pool? This question asks one to compare reality as it is to a hypothetical world where no outsiders or secondary pools exist—i.e., a grand coalition where all relevant patent holders are joined. Evidence presented in the foregoing case studies indicates this is an unrealistic ideal, of course. Some outsiders simply prefer to go it alone, sometimes for idiosyncratic reasons. Unrealistic as it may be, however, a grand coalition hypothetical allows for a head-on quantitative assessment of the outsider concern. The following discussion presents a method of comparing the costs that a licensee incurs in settings with and without outsiders.

The greatest challenge in developing a picture of a grand coalition is determining what total royalty rate such a patent pool would charge licensees. Research subjects confirmed that the royalty rate set by a patent pool strikes a balance between what it takes to retain licensors and to offer reasonable terms to licensees over the course of a license. Recall from Part II of this Article that the amount licensors receive in most modern pools is determined by a formula, rather than through individual deals with each licensor who joins. Earlier scholarship has shown that nearly all patent pools, historical and contemporary, have adopted this “rough and ready” approach to royalty divisions. The two most common methods pools use to apportion royalties are “per-capita” and “per-patent.” Many patent pools use combinations of these two approaches as well. As a research subject for this Article explained, some pools will divide, say, twenty percent of their incoming royalties equally among the patent owners and the remaining eighty percent may be divided based upon the number of patents each member has licensed. A subject explained that a problem with a simple “per-patent” approach is that it encourages members of the pool to file many “divisional” patent applications relating to just one invention because doing so increases the raw number of patents upon which members’ royalties are based. To remedy this issue,
subjects explained, some recent pools have limited the number of patents that may be included in per-patent calculations, either by limiting the number of divisionals to be counted, or basing the division not on the raw number of patents but instead on the number of patent families contributed by a licensor. In light of these observations, a foundational assumption in this exercise is that a patent pool that includes all relevant patents will include a royalty-division formula of some kind.

This leads to a second assumption: in order to entice all outsiders to join as members, a grand coalition would need to deliver to all outsiders royalties that are at least as great as those they can already collect outside of the pool. One could argue quite fairly that perhaps a slightly lower rate than this would be enough to entice some outsiders to join, in light of the transaction cost savings that patent holders enjoy by belonging to pools. On the other hand, this study has revealed that most outsiders enjoy the efficiencies of robust internal licensing departments. For this reason, it is difficult to guess whether an outsider would be willing to give up some of its royalty returns in exchange for the efficiencies of belonging to a pool, and if so, how much. For these reasons, this exercise proceeds on the assumption that, to induce all licensors to join, a single pool must deliver to the highest-paid outsider royalties at least as great as those that outsider could draw on its own.

As a threshold matter, then, it is necessary to determine who the highest-paid licensor is and how much that licensor collects for each product that its licensees sell. In the course of conducting the studies in this Article, I received directly from research subjects and documentary sources a wealth of industry pricing data as well as the royalty rates charged by patent pools and individual licensors. In the practical example that follows, data from the DVD licensing industry are presented.

To aid in this analysis, it is helpful to represent the foregoing assumptions as equations. Equation 1, below, shows the total per-licencsee royalty rate that a patent pool using a per-capita royalty division formula would need to charge in order to bring in an outsider that collects a per-licencsee rate of “RateOutsider.” Here, \( n \) represents the total number of patent holders in the pool.

\[
Rate_{PC} = Rate_{Outsider} \times (n + 1)
\]
This equation assumes that a patent pool is driven strictly by a royalty division formula and that it has not made a special agreement that has resulted in compensating the outsider more, comparatively, than the other members. This assumption might be challenged, but it seems reasonable, as existing members of a pool would likely disfavor disproportionately benefiting a reluctant member. For comparison, Equation 2, below, shows the total per-licensee royalty rate (“RatePP”) under a per-patent approach. Here, “NumInside” is the number of patents in the pool before the outsider joins, “RateOutsider” is the royalty rate the highest-paid outsider draws, and “NumOutside” is the number of relevant patents owned by that outsider.

**Equation 2: Royalty Rate Charged by Unified Pool Using Per-Patent Formula**

\[
RatePP = (\frac{RateOutsider}{PatentsOutside}) \times (NumInside + NumOutside)
\]

To calculate the royalty rate that would be charged by a unified pool that uses a combination of the per-capita and per-patent approach, one can multiply the “RatePP” and “RatePC” values by their relative weights (e.g., 20% and 80%) and take the sum. The sum is referred to below as “RateHypo.”

Next, one can compare these hypothetical rates to the royalty rate that licensees pay all licensors in reality. This latter amount, represented by “RateActual” below, can be derived by adding the individual rates charged by each pool and each licensor. The difference between these values is a licensee’s total royalty cost or savings by working with a single pool as opposed to working with a pool and one or more outsiders.

**Equation 3: Calculation of Rate Increase Due to Outsider Inclusion in Pool**

\[
RatePremium = RateHypo - RateActual
\]

It is also necessary to consider transaction costs. For a licensee, working with a single pool involves just one transaction, compared to the multiple transactions necessary to work with, say, two pools and an outsider. The transaction costs conserved (“TCostsSaved”) by working with a unified pool, or grand coalition (“TCostsGC”), instead of a partial coalition involving multiple pools and outsiders (“TCostsPC”) can be represented as follows:

**Equation 4: Transaction costs conserved under unified pool (per-licensee)**

\[
TCostsSaved = TCostsPC - TCostsGC
\]
Bringing this all together, one can determine the total increase or decrease in cost to each licensee ("OutsiderPremium" below) by subtracting the transaction costs conserved by the rate increase incurred:

Equation 5: Calculation of Outsider Premium

\[
\text{OutsiderPremium} = \text{RatePremium} - T\text{CostsSaved}
\]

If "OutsiderPremium" is positive, then licensees are better off under current conditions (licensing from the pool and outsider) than they would be if the outsider were induced to join the pool; if "OutsiderPremium" is negative, then licensees should wish for the pool to raise its rates to induce the outsider or outsiders to join.

Ultimately, the analysis boils down to comparing two numbers: the costs licensees incur in reality against those they would incur in a setting with a single pool that has raised its rates to pull in outsiders.

B. Estimating the Impact of Outsiders on DVD Licensees

This discussion applies real-world financial and patent data gathered from the study in Part III to the method described in the preceding discussion. The result is a rough estimate of the impact, in cost, of outsiders on DVD licensees. The results are surprising: arguably, licensees fare better in the slightly fragmented licensing landscape that exists than they would in a setting with a single pool. The implications of this conclusion are explored further toward the end of this Article.

Drawing upon the study in Part III, the table below lists the number of patent families and royalty rates charged by DVD patent holders. Although research subjects indicated that outsiders such as Thomson sometimes agreed to accept rates lower than the rates they asked for, this study will rely on the "asking price" because this was reportedly the typical amount Thomson collected.
Table 1: DVD Video Licensing Rates (Per Unit Sold)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LICENSOR</th>
<th>PATENT FAMILIES</th>
<th>ROYALTY RATES</th>
<th>ROYALTY RATES (DOLLARS PER-PATENT-FAMILY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD3C</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>$7 before yr. 2000</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 LICENSORS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5 after yr. 2000</td>
<td>(later $0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(alt: 3.5% NSP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD6C</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>minimum: $4</td>
<td>$0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6 LICENSOR)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(alt: 4% NSP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMSON / TECHNICOLOR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.3 (alt: 1.3% NSP)</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 LICENSOR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the minimum per-patent-family royalty rates that appear in Table 1, it is helpful to determine the actual per-patent-family royalty rates for years in which the minimum did not apply. As Table 1 shows, all licensors based their royalty rates on a percentage of the net selling price (NSP) of a DVD player until that percentage fell below a certain number—$100 in the cases of DVD6C and Thomson. Drawing upon sales data published by the Consumer Electronics Association, Table 2 reflects the patent royalties a licensor would have collected from each licensor for an average-priced DVD player in the years 1997–2004.279 This range of years was selected because it coincided with the introduction and growth of DVD.

278. NSP signifies “Net Selling Price.” This is shown as an alternate measure of royalties owned. If the percentage shown in the table multiplied by a product’s NSP exceeds the minimum, the higher number was owed. Looking to the first row for example, if a DVD player was sold in the year 2001 for $250, then 3.5% of this would have equaled $8.75. Licensees would have owed this sum because it is higher than the minimum of $5 listed for that time.

Table 2: DVD Video Licensing Costs (1997–2004)
(asterisks indicate that the minimum licensing rate has been reached)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>AVG. PRICE OF DVD PLAYER</th>
<th>DVD6C ROYALTIES PER UNIT SOLD</th>
<th>DVD3C ROYALTIES PER UNIT SOLD</th>
<th>THOMSON ROYALTIES PER UNIT SOLD</th>
<th>TOTAL LICENSING COSTS PER UNIT SOLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$489.97</td>
<td>$19.60</td>
<td>$17.15</td>
<td>$6.37</td>
<td>$43.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$390.18</td>
<td>$15.61</td>
<td>$13.66</td>
<td>$5.07</td>
<td>$34.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$270.00</td>
<td>$10.80</td>
<td>$9.45</td>
<td>$3.51</td>
<td>$23.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$201.55</td>
<td>$8.06</td>
<td>$7.05</td>
<td>$2.62</td>
<td>$17.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
<td>$6.60</td>
<td>$5.78</td>
<td>$2.15</td>
<td>$14.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$142.00</td>
<td>$5.68</td>
<td>$5.00*</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$12.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$123.00</td>
<td>$4.92</td>
<td>$5.00*</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>$11.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$108.60</td>
<td>$4.34</td>
<td>$5.00*</td>
<td>$1.41</td>
<td>$10.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These amounts may now be compared to the hypothetical royalties that a single pool would charge licensees.

How much would a single pool need to charge to entice the highest-paid outsider to join? First, one must determine which entity is the highest-paid licensor. Thomson’s profits for each product sold appear in Table 2. It is possible that a member of the DVD3C or DVD6C pool earned more than Thomson for each product sold. It is difficult to know this, however, because the formulas that apportion royalties among the three members of the DVD3C pool and the six members of the DVD6C pool are confidential.280 If the pools relied upon simple per-capita divisions, however, then Thomson always collected more than any member of the 3C or 6C pool for each net sale. If the formulas were more complex (which the business review letters indicate), then it is possible that one member of the 3C group could have collected more than Thomson at any time.281 In the interest of keeping the final estimates conservative, however, one may select Thomson’s royalties as a

---

280. See DVD Business Review Letter, supra note 100, at 6 (“The allocation of royalties among the Licensors is not a function of the number of patents contributed to the pool.”).
281. See id.
measure of the highest amount any member would need to collect in a unified pool.282

Now it is useful to consider what total rate a patent pool using the various royalty-division rules outlined in the prior discussion would need to charge to ensure that Thomson received at least the level of royalties that it was able to collect independently. First, we can consider a formula based upon the number of patents infringed by a product, defined earlier in Equation 2. As explained earlier in this Article, the per-patent-family rate charged by a pool is a more accurate indicator of the value each member brings to the table than a per-patent rate and is reflective of the formulas that pools use in practice. For that reason, this example considers a formula that apportions royalties based on the number of patent families contributed. Thomson, as reported in Table 1, would have ten patent families to contribute to the pool. Therefore, the per-patent-family rate charged by the pool can be calculated simply by dividing Thomson’s return (in Table 2) by ten. A flaw in this approach, of course, is the fact that patent composition may have changed during the period (1997–2004). As explained earlier, patents may have been added to or removed from pools. As a result, the calculation is Table 3 is approximate.

282. This assumption does not hold in all cases, as the 3C or 6C pools reach their royalty minima. However, the limitation of this assumption does not undermine the conclusion that pools consolidate at the highest royalty rate.
### Table 3: Hypothetical Royalties Per Product Sold (Pro-Rata Formula)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>PER-PATENT-FAMILY RATE</th>
<th>DVD6C ROYALTIES (PER UNIT SOLD)</th>
<th>DVD3C ROYALTIES (PER UNIT SOLD)</th>
<th>THOMSON ROYALTIES (PER UNIT SOLD)</th>
<th>TOTAL LICENSING COSTS (PER UNIT SOLD) (“RATEPP”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$0.64</td>
<td>$28.03</td>
<td>$73.26</td>
<td>$6.37</td>
<td>$107.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$0.51</td>
<td>$22.31</td>
<td>$58.31</td>
<td>$5.07</td>
<td>$85.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$15.44</td>
<td>$40.37</td>
<td>$3.51</td>
<td>$59.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$0.26</td>
<td>$11.53</td>
<td>$30.13</td>
<td>$2.62</td>
<td>$44.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
<td>$9.46</td>
<td>$24.73</td>
<td>$2.15</td>
<td>$36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
<td>$8.14</td>
<td>$21.28</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$31.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
<td>$7.04</td>
<td>$18.40</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>$27.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$0.14</td>
<td>$6.20</td>
<td>$16.22</td>
<td>$1.41</td>
<td>$23.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What would the unified pool need to charge if it relied upon a per-capita formula? Referring to Equation 1, the information in Table 1, and the assumption that Thomson is the highest-paid licensor, the amounts under this hypothetical can be calculated, as shown in Table 4. To clarify, the DVD3C column receives three-times Thomson’s rate, and the DVD6C pool receives six-times. Total licensing costs to a licensee appear in the right-most column.
Table 4: Hypothetical Royalties Per Product Sold (Per-Capita Formula)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DVD6C ROYALTIES (PER UNIT SOLD)</th>
<th>DVD3C ROYALTIES (PER UNIT SOLD)</th>
<th>THOMSON ROYALTIES (PER UNIT SOLD)</th>
<th>TOTAL LICENSING COSTS (PER UNIT SOLD) (“RATEPC”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$38.22</td>
<td>$19.11</td>
<td>$6.37</td>
<td>$63.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$30.42</td>
<td>$15.21</td>
<td>$5.07</td>
<td>$50.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$21.06</td>
<td>$10.53</td>
<td>$3.51</td>
<td>$35.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$15.72</td>
<td>$7.86</td>
<td>$2.62</td>
<td>$26.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$12.90</td>
<td>$6.45</td>
<td>$2.15</td>
<td>$21.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$11.10</td>
<td>$5.55</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$9.60</td>
<td>$4.80</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$8.46</td>
<td>$4.23</td>
<td>$1.41</td>
<td>$14.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of the rates appears below:

Table 5: Actual Versus Hypothetical Royalty Cost to Licensees Per Unit Solid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>RATEACTUAL: ACTUAL COST TO LICENSEES</th>
<th>RATEPC: HYPOTHETICAL RATE TO LICENSEES UNDER PER-CAPITA ALLOCATION</th>
<th>RATEPP: HYPOTHETICAL RATE TO LICENSEES UNDER PRO-RATA ALLOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$43.12</td>
<td>$63.70</td>
<td>$107.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$34.34</td>
<td>$50.70</td>
<td>$85.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$23.76</td>
<td>$35.10</td>
<td>$59.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$17.74</td>
<td>$26.20</td>
<td>$44.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$14.52</td>
<td>$21.50</td>
<td>$36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$12.53</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
<td>$31.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$11.52</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$27.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$10.76</td>
<td>$14.10</td>
<td>$23.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The increase in licensing costs under a unified pool can be derived by subtracting \textit{RateActual} in the first column from either \textit{RatePC} or \textit{RatePP}, depending on which royalty-division formula one wishes to consider in the hypothetical. The result is \textit{RatePremium}, defined earlier in Equation 4.

Turning to transaction costs, in 2017 Robert Merges and I gathered financial data from the largest patent pool administrators in the United States that can be directly applied to this estimate. Based on our findings, the average licensee incurs about $35,000 in costs per year dealing with a patent pool.\textsuperscript{283} These amounts stem from administrative fees tied to reporting sales data, making royalty payments, and the like.\textsuperscript{284} (The patent pool eliminates negotiation and search costs.) This example assumes that licensees incur similar ongoing transaction costs when working with individual outsider licensors. Added to this, in the case of an individual outsider, is the initial cost of negotiating an agreement. A widely-cited estimate suggests the average cost of an average patent licensing would be about “$50,000 per licensee per patent.”\textsuperscript{285} The evidence revealed in this Article suggests the amount might be lower, however, as a pool effectively places a ceiling on the negotiations, which could simplify the process. An annual cost can be estimated by dividing this upfront negotiation cost over some period of time during which the patent has commercial value. If one assumes that period of time to be ten years, for instance, the average annual cost is $5,000. To keep the estimate conservative, however, we may assume a higher value of, say, $15,000. In summary, this example assumes that a licensee spends an average of $35,000 in transaction costs for each pool it licenses from and approximately $50,000 in transaction costs working with one outside licensor.\textsuperscript{286}

Applying these numbers to the DVD example, one may assume, conservatively, that each licensee incurred about $120,000 in annual administrative costs to work with two patent pools and one outsider (i.e., $35,000 in costs for one pool, plus $35,000 for a second pool, plus $35,000 in administrative costs of dealing with the outsider, plus an initial cost of $15,000 in negotiation costs with the outsiders). Under a unified pool, the annual cost would drop to $35,000. Referring to Equation 4, the total annual transaction costs saved (\textit{TCostsSaved}) would be approximately $85,000.

\textsuperscript{283} See Merges & Mattioli, \textit{supra} note 15, at 322–23.
\textsuperscript{284} See \textit{id.}.
\textsuperscript{285} Mark A. Lemley, \textit{Rational Ignorance at the Patent Office}, 95 NW. U. L. REV. 1495, 1507 (2001) (“[A] reasonable estimate of the cost of negotiating a license might be $50,000 per licensee per patent.”).
\textsuperscript{286} It is important to emphasize that, industry-wide, patent pools \textit{profoundly} reduce transaction costs by reducing the number of necessary transactions and negotiations. See Merges & Mattioli, \textit{supra} note 15, at 320.
To compare the annual transaction costs conserved to the higher rate discussed earlier and defined in Equation 4, it is necessary to estimate the total annual costs that a licensee might incur under the higher rate. (Until now, this discussion has discussed the rate in terms of per-unit sales). One can develop a ballpark figure by multiplying the RatePremium number by the total number of units that a licensee might expect to sell each year. Publicly available sales data reported in Form 10-K filings and annual reports makes it possible to draw such an estimate for an average licensee. In the year 2001, for instance, Sony reported selling thirty-nine million DVD players.\(^{287}\) In the interest of keeping the estimate conservative, however, one can consider far lower average sales numbers. Table 6, below, assumes an annual average sales figure of just one million units during the relevant years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>OUTSIDER PREMIUM (ADDITIONAL TOTAL COST TO LICENSEE UNDER UNIFIED POOL)</th>
<th>TCOSTSAVED (ANNUAL)</th>
<th>RATE PREMIUM (PER-SALE)</th>
<th>RATE PREMIUM (BASED ON ANNUAL AVERAGE SALES OF 1M UNITS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$20.48M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$20.58</td>
<td>$20.58M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$16.26M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$16.36</td>
<td>$16.36M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$11.24M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$11.34</td>
<td>$11.34M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$8.36M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$8.46</td>
<td>$8.46M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$6.88M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$6.98</td>
<td>$6.98M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$5.87M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$5.97</td>
<td>$5.97M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$4.38M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$4.48</td>
<td>$4.48M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$3.24M</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>$3.34</td>
<td>$3.34M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These calculations indicate that licensees should far prefer the current environment, in which they must license from two pools and one licensor, to the hypothetical setting where one pool has lured in all outsiders with higher royalties. This conclusion is directly at odds with warnings that some industry

analysts gave at the time fragmentation in the DVD licensing landscape occurred.\textsuperscript{288}

In summary, the small outsider margin, multiplied across a pool in the manner pools commonly distribute royalties, leads to a significant price difference for licensees. If one assumes that a single pool would need to merely offer outsiders an amount \textit{equal to} what they can collect outside of the pool and if one also assumes that such a pool would rely upon a commonly used basis for the division of royalties (as opposed to disproportionately compensating the outsider), the result could mean much higher rates than licensees currently pay. Outsiders may not be powerful, but multiplication is.

C. \textsc{The Virtues of Imperfect Cooperation}

The foregoing suggests a provocative idea with implications that reach beyond patent markets: partial cooperation may, in some settings, be preferable to complete cooperation. In the context of patent pools, this condition is met when the marginal premium charged by an outsider multiplied according to the royalty-sharing rules in a pool (to lure in the outsider) exceeds the transaction costs that licensees would save by dealing with a single licensor. The case of DVD patent licensing appears to meet these conditions. This does not reflect the power of outsiders but rather that of modest arithmetic: multiplied across a pool according to the most commonly used royalty-division formulas, the small outsider margin can yield a significant total price increase.

It would be a mistake to conclude that robust patent pools that contain many essential patents are not extremely helpful. To the contrary, as discussed earlier, Robert Merges and I have estimated that the average transaction cost savings of a modern patent pool is on the order of $400 to $600 million.\textsuperscript{289} The foregoing discussion presumes a partially integrated pool taking steps to draw in a reluctant outsider. The takeaway is that the benefits pools offer are not lost or even undermined simply because an outside licensor also exists. Assuming no independent competitive concerns exist, regulators should assume that the patents that are within pools belong there, and the patents held by outsiders are not a cause for concern. By setting a baseline for outside negotiations, pools prevent these outsiders from upsetting the careful balance the pools set for their members and licensees. The fact that some patent holders prefer not to join a central pool is not necessarily a bad thing—not for licensees, not for other patent holders, and not for the pool. Antitrust

\textsuperscript{288} See Sony, Philips Break Ranks, Prepare DVD Licensing Fees, OPTICAL MEMORY NEWS, Aug. 13, 1996 (“The price of digital videodisk (DVD) technology may balloon if other patent holders follow the lead of Sony Electronics and Philips Electronics NV and set licensing fees for their DVD patents, warn industry analysts.”).

\textsuperscript{289} See Merges & Mattioli, \textit{supra} note 15, at 322.
regulators concerned by recent scholarship on patent pool outsiders should consider this in their evaluation of patent pools.

Scholars in other areas of law and policy might take something away from this too. Contrary to conventional wisdom, there may exist in any given market for complementary rights an optimal level of diffusion of ownership. Jonathan Barnett has explored this concept at a high theoretical level in a compelling and thought-provoking 2009 article. Somewhere between the ideal of a grand coalition and the proverbial anticommons, there may exist middle positions where partial coalitions work alongside outsiders, subtly influencing one another in ways that are helpful or even optimal for all involved. These settings may superficially look messy and plagued by disagreements. As this study has shown, however, looks can be deceiving.

V. CONCLUSION

This Article has examined a question fundamental to law and policy: how do individuals who decline to join cooperative groups affect the good those groups can do? In the context of patents, this is a deeply important question because it challenges the belief that regulators have shaped their policies around—i.e., that patent holders can privately remedy the high transaction costs that pervade technology licensing.

Antitrust regulators have long assumed that outsider patent holders that decline to join pools do not disrupt the benefits that patent pools offer. Against this backdrop, a rising chorus of critics has theorized compellingly that outsiders are more harmful than regulators assume. By demanding royalty rates that far exceed those requested by the pool, these theorists argue, outsiders quietly undermine the transaction cost savings the pool delivers to licensees. As the theorists see it, outsiders work both sides of the deal, demanding high royalties from licensees while at the same time pressuring pools for a healthier cut of the profits. This theory suggests that the mere presence of an outsider of multiple pools should cast doubt on the efficiencies and benefits that a pool under examination can offer.

By applying an ethnographic approach, this Article has revealed an intimate and surprising look at the reality of this situation. The most important finding is that outsiders are not as powerful as the theorists have guessed. This is because the royalty rate charged by a patent pool is a powerful signal to those outside of the pool (including courts) of the reasonable value of all patents concerned.

Meanwhile, it seems that licensees are willing to resist and defy outside licensors that ask for rates far out of step with a prominent pool. As research subjects explained, some licensors work independently because they are highly motivated to “get their money fast.” These licensors are understandably eager to avoid the delays and costs of pursuing a patent infringement suit against a licensee. Moreover, suing for infringement in this context can be risky: as the Lucent episode shows, an aggressive outsider strategy can backfire, leading to validity challenges and counterclaims for infringement. As one subject explained, being an outsider can also lead to negative press that a company might prefer to avoid. Added to this is the relative difficulty of obtaining an injunction, even when infringement is found. The general view shared by subjects is that courts will tend to look to a patent pool for a ballpark sense of the value of the patents infringed. It is no wonder that the licensing rates charged by outsiders in the DVD and MPEG-2 episodes were roughly in line with those of the pools they operated alongside.

The impetus to keep royalties reigned-in is even stronger for outside patent holders who are also licensees of a pool. As the DVD study shows, Thomson (a manufacturer) was highly successful in conducting outside licenses overall, but it lowered its asking price when making deals with patent holders whose patents it wished to license. A patent pool that includes a grant-back clause for licensees would make this a contractual obligation.

Finally, an outside licensor who, despite these many countervailing forces, succeeds in getting licensees to agree to pay a high rate still must contend with underreporting of sales. As research subjects explained, underreporting is common (it is costly to monitor and detect), and it tends to nudge payments from licensees to outsiders to be in line with pool rates.

The examination of royalty rates and prices in Part III brings these findings into stark relief. The data analyzed support the qualitative insights shared by research subjects: the per-patent-family rates charged by two pools and one independent licensor were all within a similar range. Moreover, to bring all patent holders in, a single pool may have had to raise its royalty rates in a manner that would have resulted in an overall price increase for licensees. This is not because the outsider advantage is large, but rather, because of how pools divide royalties: the small margin needed to draw in an outsider, multiplied across a pool in the manner pools usually distribute royalties, leads to a significant difference in price. The existing licensing landscape, imperfect as it might seem, may be more desirable than more aesthetically pleasing alternatives.

291. Telephone Interview with Subject #8 (July 15, 2017).
292. Id.
Putting this all together, cooperation among patent holders is not an all-or-nothing game. Contrary to theory, outsiders and secondary pools do not appear to undermine the benefits that patent pools offer. This is because patent pools have a quiet but powerful influence on negotiations that take place “poolside,” so to speak. This is why the gentle fragmentation among licensors that pervades technology licensing is mostly harmless, probably inevitable, and sometimes actually preferable to the alternative. Antitrust regulators who must evaluate patent pools should find this knowledge helpful. This finding can also be helpful to scholars concerned by outsider problems in many other areas of law and policy. An ethnographic approach like the one followed here can reveal aspects of an outsider situation that theory alone does not capture. Sometimes, the collective will of a group overpowers individual self-interest; sometimes, an outsider is also a good neighbor; sometimes, a little cooperation is not only better than none, but also better than more.